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DETECTION OF RADIATION IN THE 
ENERGY RANGE 0.1 TO 10 MeV BY USE OF 
A NUCLEAR GAMMA-RAY SPECTROMETER 
ABSTRACT 
An 86 cm 3 , actively shielded Ge(Hp), Nuclear Gamma-ray Spectra-
meter was flown from Palestine, Texas, U.S.A., in August 1979, to a 
residual atmospheric pressure of 4.3 g cm-2 ; by means of a high 
altitude balloon. The design, construction and response characteristics 
of the instrument, which has: (a) an energy resolution of 2.5 keV 
at 1. 33 MeV, (b) an opening angle of 5. 2° (FWHM) and (c) a measured 
efficiency of 23% relative to a 3" x 3" Nai(T£) crystal, is described 
herein. 
Also presented are measurements of the gamma-ray lines which were 
detected at various atmospheric depths during the ascent phase of the 
flight. These features originate from secondary gamma production in 
the Shield and Ge(Hp) crystal from atmospheric radiation 'leaking' 
through it. The results are ~n accord with those obtained from 
independent experiments of ot~~r workers. 
\ 
j 
The minimum sensitivity of the spectrometer to cosmic, point, line 
I 
_,// 
sources is shown to be/-3-x~fo- 3 and 1 x 10-2 photons em-? s,... 1 for 
active and passive shielding respectively, for an observation time of 
one hour on both source and background. 
William Marshall Summers, B.Sc. 
( ii) 
PREFACE 
~he work described in this thesis was carried out during the 
period 1977 to 1980 while the author was a member of the Experimental 
Gamma-ray Astronomy Group of the Department of Physics, Durham University, 
working under the supervision of Dr. M.G. Thompson. 
During this time the author has been involved, together with his 
colleagues, in all stages of the work including design, construction 
and testing of the apparatus. In addition the author has had special 
responsibility for the design and construction of the A1 collimator, 
development of minicomputer programs for celestial source location 
during the spectrometer's balloon flight and for the development of a 
Monte-Carlo based c9mputer model for simulation of response 
characteristics of the spectrometer's detectors. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
Unless otherwise stated the symbols used in this thesis carry 
the following interpretations. 
A Avogadro's constant 
c Velocity of light 
E Energy 
e Charge on the electron 
F Flux 
H Magnetic field strength 
h Planck's constant 
I Intensi~y 
k 
M 
M ,m 
0 0 
p 
r 
0 
Boltzmann's constant 
Mass 
Rest mass 
Momentum 
Classical Electron Radius 
T Absolute Temperature 
t Time 
v Partie!~ velocity 
Z Mass number 
Fine structure constant 
6 v/c 
y Lorentz factor (1 - 62 )-! 
Wavelength 
\) Frequency 
p Density 
0 Standard deviation 
Solid angle 
6,022 x 10-23 mole-1 
2.998 x 108 ms- 1 
1.602 X 10-19 C 
-34 6.626 x 10 · Js 
1,381 X 10-23 JK- 1 
-11 5.292 x 10 m 
-3 7,30 X 10 
(vi) 
The following subscripts are also employed: 
e Electron 
max Maximum 
min Minimum 
p Proton 
thresh Threshold 
y Gamma-ray photon 
7T Pion 
ll Muon 
..h. Perpendicular component 
II Parallel component 
CHAPTER ONE 
INT!lODUCTION 
1.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Sir William Herschel's discovery, towards the close of the 
eighteenth century, of the existence of 'calorific' (infra-red) rays 
constituted the first step in a progressive realisation that the radiation 
which stimulates the eye forms only a minute portion of a whole spectrum 
of electromagnetic and cosmic radiation and that the 'picture' of the 
universe formed from the study of the visible region alone must con-
sequently be a limited one. As a result the cosmos is presently being 
studied over a much larger spectral range in an attempt to overcome 
this limitation. 
As a tool for the attainment of a better understanding of the 
universe,electromagnetic radiation has an advantage over cosmic rays in 
that it supplies directional information. All but the highest energy 
cosmic rays are significantly deviated from their original trajectories 
by magnetic fields, however electromagnetic radiation is not affected 
in this way and therefore reaches an observerpfrom the source, by an 
undeviated path. In particular, gamma-rays in the eneygy range~ 105eV 
to ~ 107ev possess two lineaments which lead to their distinction as a 
powerful probe of the cosmos; (a) their p~n~trability of matter, and 
(b) their production at discrete energies from nuclear proc~sses (i.e. 
gamma-ray lines). These two characteristics combined with the directional 
property mean that the following astrophysical topics may be better 
understood following perscrutation at these energies: 
(i) Sites of Nucleosynthesis. 
(ii) Lo.cation of discrete sources of cosmic rays. 
(iii) Nature 6f Quasars, Radio Gal~xies, Seyfert Gaiaxies, 
Supernovae etc. 
(iv) Prevalent conditions of the early universe. 
(v) Existence and location of antimatter .. 
2 
In spite of the obvious incentive of finding possible solutions to 
these matters, which are among the most fundamental in astrophysics, 
progress in practical, low energy, gamma-ray astronomy has until the 
present time been rather slow owing to various experimental difficulties: 
(a) Extremely low fluxes. 
(b) Presence of the terrestrial atmosphere. 
(c) Insufficiently sensitive detectors of poor angular and energy 
resolution. 
Hence in order to perform successful observations experiments mt]St be 
capable of being carried to the 'top' of the atmosphere or beyond via 
balloons and satellites, moreover advantage must be taken of technological 
developments to improve the sensitivity and resolution of experiments. 
The Durham Nuclear Gamma-ray Spectrometer, described in this report, is 
designed for the study of the gamma-ray spectrum in the energy range 0.05 
to 10 MeV from balloon a1 ti tude incorporating Germanium technology for 
high energy resolution and Nal(T£) anticoincidence shielding for high 
sensitivity. 
·.;. 
;. -
1.2 HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF GAMMA~"':'RAY ASTRONOMY 
~ ; I . 
Experimental study of celestial gamma radiation began with apparatus 
designed to detect energies above 50 MeV and 1;\l though the main concern 
here is with energies in the range 0.05 MeV to 10 MeV it il:J worthwhile 
to mention a few of the higher energy devices which were implemented 
prior to the development of gamma-ray line spectrometers. 
The first true gamma-ray astronomy experiment was a balloon-borne 
ionisation chamber [Rossi and Hulsizer (1949)]. Designed for 
photon energies above 50 MeV it demonstrated that of the primary cosmic 
radiation a,rriving at the earth, electrons and gamma rays > 1 GeV con-
stituted less than 1% and this finding was subsequently independently 
confirmed by the :elight of a cloud chamber, Critchfield et al. (1952) 
3 
In the decade and a half following Rossi and Hulsizer's endeavour 
several experiments covering photon energies above 50 MeV were moU.nted. 
Carlson et al. ( 1950) and Svensson ( 1958), showed the secondary nature of 
the large proportion of gamma-rays above 100 MeV at low atmospheric 
depths by means of balloon-borne emulsion apparatus and an upper limit 
-2 -1 -1 . 
of 0.45 MeV em s sr was placed on the photon energy flux below 100 MeV 
by means of Geiger-Mueller tubes used as the payload of a V-2 rocket 
[Perlow and Kissinger (1951)]. A scintillation counter [Cline ( 1961)] 
and a Cerenkov counter, [Duthie et al. (1963)], both designed for 
detection of 'IT 0 meson decay photons (again above 50 MeV), produced 
conflicting data regarding the primary intensity. This clearly showed 
that in comparison with the charged particle flux and the secondary 
gamma flux generated in the atmosphere, the primary gamma-ray flux is too 
low to be measured accurately by such methods. 
Below 50 MeV practical activity, in astronomfcal terms, did not 
begin until approximately ten years after Rossi and Hulsizer's work. 
Morrison (1958) prodJ.lced a paper containing theoretical predictions of 
gamma fluxes at discrete ener,gies, i.e. gamma-ray spectral lines, from 
several cosmic sources and this brought about the development of 
instruments capable of reasonable spectral resolution which were sub-
sequently and are continually being, improved. 
Prior to 1966 the devices used were omni,directiorta:J_ counters of 
alkali halide scintillation crystal incorporating thin plastic 
scintillators in "phoswich" configuration to proviQ.e veto of charged 
particles. With such devices, carried by balloons, detection of the 
0.511 MeV electron-positron annihilation lin~, [Peterson (19~6.3)] and a 
study of the gamma-ray.spectrum as a function of atmospheric dep:th 
[Vette (1962) and Anderson ( 1961) J have been achieve.d. The measured 
4 
count rates from these experiments- extrapolated to zero atmospheric 
-2 -1 depth gave: 6.0 photons em s between 0.03 MeV and 1.0 MeV, and 0.2 
-2 -1 photons em s in the 0.511 MeV line. These rates are almost entirely 
due to atmospheric albedo gamma-rays. 
Arnold et al. (1962) and Metzger et al. (1964) report the results 
from two omnidirectional Csi (TQ.) spectrometers enclosed in 4n phoswich 
charged particle sn:ields. One of the spectrometers was carried aboard 
the Ranger 3 spacecraft and the other on Ranger 5. Each instrument was 
housed within a thin aluminium shell and supported at the end of an 
extendible boom. Data, including the pulse-height spectrum, were 
recorded at a distance from the earth which was well beyond the radiation 
belts. Two boom positions for data collection facilitated an evaluation 
of the effect of the spacecraft bac:kground. 
Figure 1.1 shows the spe·ctrum obtained from the Ranger 3 mission 
with the boom in the extended position. A straight line of 0.17 counts 
-2 -1 -1 
em s MeV , where E is expressed -in MeV 1 provic:les a good fit to the 
data and after the application of a 10% correction to account for local 
secondaries the inferred differential flux is: 
dn(E) = 0 01 dE/E2.2 h"t .. -2 -1 -1 . .2 p o ons em · s MeV 
The observed flux did n«?t c}l.an~ significarft;ly upon. re-orientation of 
the instrument, thus a celestial origin was inferred since the detector 
was sufficiently anisotropic to have shown an effect if as much as one 
quarter of the flux originated from the Sun. 
Rangers 3 and 5 also provided upper limits for the primary flux 
in the 0. 511 MeV electron-positron annihilation line· and the neutron-
proton capture line (2. 23 MeV). The figures obtained were; 0. 014 photons 
-2 -1 -2 -1 
em s for the 0.511 MeV line and 0.005 photons em s for the 2.23 
MeV line. These figures represent the sum flux· values from all discrete 
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sources plus the integral of the diffuse flux over all directions. 
Finally concerning the Ranger missions, extrapolations of the data to 
higher and lower energies have been performed and good agreement is 
obtained with independent experimental data for these regions. 
The terrestrial atmospheric 0.511 MeV line, [Peterson (1963)] has 
been found to be a factor of five or six times higher than the ce:•_estial 
counterpart as set by the Ranger craft. This fact alone indicates the 
enormous difficulties of overcoming background when searching for cosmic 
gamma-ray lines with instruments in close proximity to the earth. 
Kasturirangan et al. (1972) 1 Nakagawa et al. (1971), Chupp et al. (1970), 
Frost et al. (1966) and Rocchia et al. (1965), have all failed to 
detect any variation in intensity of the atmospheric 0.511 MeV line 
which could be attributed to sources. 
Several experimenters have since reported the existence of celestial 
gamma radiation from discrete sources in the nuclear transition 
energy range and these reports are described Jn Chapter 2 _ 
1. 3 MECHANISMS FOR GAMMA RADIATION 
1. 3.1 Thermal, Radiation 
p.ny astrophysical bbcty which i's optically thick emits radiation 
closely approximating that of a black body 1 Um:>old ( 19!)9), Eisberg 
and Resnick (1974). The form Of this radiat.ioh is described by Planck's 
Law 1 which in its basic form is expressed as ·an energy density: 
{ d>. } 
. exp[hc/>.kTl-,..1 
( 1. 1) 
The function is plotted for various temperatt~res in :fi~ure 1.2 
showing the shift of the peak of the spectrum to shorter wavelengths 
with increase of t~mperature of the body. This shift of the peak is 
described by Wien • s displ_acement law: 
=~ ~ \!~§~ ~~ ~c::r-­
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\ T 
max 
6 
-3 -1 2.898 x 10 mK 
In energy units this is expressed as: 
E (MeV) 
max 
By virtue of temperature therefore, astrophysical objects may 
( l . 2) 
( l. 3) 
contribute to the gamma-ray spectral region; however, temperatures of 
the order 108 K < T < 101°K are required. Solar flares have been 
postulated as possessing temperatures sufficiently high to explain 
solar, ha~d X-ray bursts. Supernova type explosions may produce the 
required temperatures in the lower part of the range but towards 101°K 
the only possible source is thought to be the creation of the universe 
itself i.e. the 'big bang' and any black body radiation produced 
during that process is expected to be extremely redoshifted at the 
current epoch. 
In terms of ~hoton energy the photon number Spectrum exp~cted from 
the black body proqess is, from Planck's Law: 
N(E ) 
y = 
where E is expressed in MeV. 
y 
1.3.2 Inverse Compton Scattering 
An interaction of a low energy photon.and a relativistic electron 
which results in the scattering of the photon with increased energy and 
a correspondirigly decreased electron energy con~titutes the Inverse 
Compton process. Figure 1.3 (a and b) shows the interaction from two 
distinct inertial frames of re-f-erence, i.e. the laboratory frame(S) and 
the rest frame of the electron(S'). The kinematical situation 
represented in the S' frame is in fact the basic Compton s.cattering 
process, described in detail in Section 4.2.2, and trans'formation of the 
7'' -
post- interaction quanti ties to the 8 frallle by means of the relati~vistic 
equations for the aberration of light and Doppler effect yields the 
result of an enhanced energy recoil ·photon. 
2 y E 
. 2 -~ 
where y is the Lorentz factor: y=(l-B ) - v B = 
c 
( 1. 5) 
This approximation 
2 
applies only to the case where y E << m c and consequently electrons in 
0 
the cosmic-ray range may convert fitarlight or 3K microwave background 
photons into the gamma-ray region. 
In these circumstances the s~attering process reduces to the classical 
case of Thomson scattering and in this limit a fast electron moving 
through a cosmic photon distribution of energy density 0 undergoes a 
number of photon collisions per second N given by: 
'~~ N = a c .e_ T E ( 1. 6) 
where aT is the Thomson total cross section. Hence the power scattered 
by a single electron is 
p (y ,.p) 
c 
(i.7) 
However, 4 a more rigorous treatment introduces a factor of /3 such that 
( 1. 8) 
It is usually the case in cosmic-ray applications that a continuum 
of electron energies is encountered and typically a power-law form for 
this electron energy spectrum is invoked: 
n·(y)dy -m n y dy 
·0 
( 1. 9) 
further, a.black body distribution represented 6y: 
< c > = 2.7kT ( 1. 10) 
where k is t.hu Bnl t:i.m~mn constant and T is the black body te'mpera ture, 
1::: omp loyl'd ro1· the ambient photons. Now in a given direction from a 
\ 
\ 
\ 
( a) Local inertial frame of fixed· stars (S) 
I 2 E=m0 c / 
/ 
- ,,/ ·, 
e ""'·.-a· 
. / . I 
/ 
/ 
-....,.. --JaT ~ 
1 h I e:, = v, 
. I 
Electron rest frame (S ) 
Figu:re 1· 3 Inverse C-ompton ··process 
[Weekes (1969}] 
hv, 
8 
region of fast electrons which extends a distance R ~ R1 - R2 ~long the 
line of sight, the specific intensity [(Iv)c] received at earth is: 
(I ) 
v c 
= 
1 dP 
---- dr 
41T dVdT ( 1. 11) 
assuming that both the a~hient photon and the electron fluxes are locally 
isotropic. 
Using these approximations Felten and Morrison (1966) produce, for 
the specific intensity, the expression 
in c.g.s. units. 
This may be re·expressed as 
-3 -3 
where R is in light years, p is eVcm , hv is in eV and n has units em 
0 
1.3.3 Magnetobremsstrahlung 
The Lorentz force which is exerted on a moving charged particle in 
a magnetic field H causes it to spiral aro.und the field lines and the 
consequent acceleration results in the radiation o.f elE!ctromagnetic 
energy by the p~rticle; ~his process i~knowrt as M~gnetobremsstrahlung. 
The frequency vL of the spiral motion is_ given by the expression: 
= 
1 
21T 
_ell;t,. . 
m c 
0 
(1.14) 
where H.it. represents the magnetic field component perpendicular to 
the particle's velocity vector; and for a non-relatiyistic particle the 
'cycl-otron I radiation produced is iS()tropic and is of the same frequency 
Synchrotron radiation (figure 1. 4) arises from a relativistic 
par-ticle in a m~grtetic field and in this case the radiation is concentrated 
g_ 
in a cone having its axis centred on the instantanequs partiG1e 
trajectory. Such radiation is no longer of a unique frequency, rather· 
there is a broad and assymmetric spectral distribution with a centre of 
gravity lying close to the frequency v where 
s 
v 
s 
3 2 "' 
= - y v "' 2 L 4 2 1
0-6 2 l\m 
. x y H~ ~z 
where HJ. is expressed in microgauss. 
(1.15) 
The detailed theory of· synchrotron emission has been discussed by 
Schwinger (1949) who gives for the instantaneous synchrotron power 
P (y,H ) from a ~ingle particie of charge Z and rest mass M: 
s 
For an electron Z 
6 E 2 
= 9.89 X 10-l (--) 
Mc2 
H 2 
.h. 
-1 
eVs 
1 and M = m this expression reduces to: 
0 
a 2 -1 
H,aY eVs 
(1.16) 
(1.17) 
~quation (1.16) inc!icates the dependence of the particle energy 
loss rate on the inversE! fo~rth power of the"particle rest niass)from 
which it may be understood that electrons rather than protons are the 
primary source of synchrotron radiation. The .proton synchrotron power 
is: 
"' p "' p s 
m 4 
0 
(M-) p 
p e s 
10-13 p 
e s 
In application to the _astrophysical environment it i.s again 
( 1. 18) 
nece!;lsary to consider a spectrum of electron energies and as with the 
argument for Inverse Compton radiation the same powerQlaw spectrum is 
used (equation (1.9)]. 
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For a uniform but randomly orientated magnetic field in a region 
of linear dimension R (light years) the intensity (I ) received at 
v 
earth is: 
-2 -1 -1 Watts m sr Hz 
where v is expressed in MHz and n is in c.g.s. units. 
~ - .. 0 
( l. 19) 
Examination of equation (1.15) reveals the necessity for st'ron~ 
magnetic fields or extremely energetic electrons if photons in the MeV 
energy range are to be produced. It therefore seems that the most likely 
astrophysical locations for hard X-ray and gamma radiation from 
Magnetobremsstrahlung would be supernova remn.ants or close to the 
surfaces of condensed objects such as neutron stars. 
Comparison of equation (1.19) for synchrotron with equation (1.12) 
for Inverse Compton indicates that for an elect:r;-on power-law spectrum 
the gamma-ray spectral shapes in the two cases have the same dependence 
upon frequency. This is due to the similarity of the two processes 
as discussed by Jones (1965); the synchrotron process may be regarded 
as the interaction of an electron with 'virtual' photons of a magnetic 
2 field having energy density H /8TI. The two processes are competitive 
energy-loss mechaniSillS and their~ relative importance in various regions 
of the cosmos may be estimated by a comparison of equations (1.17) and 
(1. 8). This comparison leads to the ratio P ;P given by: 
e s c 
p 
3 e s '\.o 
·rv ~ 
2 .p 
c 
( 1. 20} 
where cp is the angle between the electron velocity vector and the local 
magnetic field H, i.e. the relative importance of the two mechanisms 
depends upon the ratio of the magnetic and phbton field energy densities. 
Figure 1·4 Idealized geometry, in perspective, for an 
electron moving in a magnetic field, emitting 
magnetobremsstrahlung (synchrotron radiation) 
[Chupp (1977)] 
Inc idsnt fast 
proton 
Figure 1·5 Photo meson production by a fast proton 
colliding with a cold photon. 
[Chupp ( 1977)] 
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Thus the Inverse Compton process is believed to dominate in interstellar 
and intergalactic space, however, in the vicinity of galactic nebulae 
such as the Crab nebula the synchrotron mechanism should become important 
and may even dominate. 
1.3.4 Neutral Pi-Meson Decay 
0 Neutral pions (n ) are unstable particles which decay to produce, 
in practically 100% of cases, two gamma-rays which, in the rest frame 
2 ~ 0 
of the meson, are of equal en~r~y; m1To c /2 ~ 70 MeV: (n rest frame 
-16 lifetime= 10 s). In the terrestrial ob~erver's frame of reference 
the two g;1mma photons have unequal energies which add up to the total 
energy of the pion En. In the extreme case of the two photons being 
emitted in the direction of motion of the pion,Stecker (1971) has 
shown that the maximum and minimum photon energies are: 
where S 1T = 
E = 
max,y 
E . == 
m1n,Y 
v 
TI 
c 
2 (1 - s ) TI 
Production of neutral pions in space may occur via any of the 
following mechanisms. 
(a) Photomeson production 
(b) Nucleon,-Nucleon collision 
(c) Matter-Antimatter Annihilation 
(a) Photomeson production 
(1. 21) 
0 The l;Jasic proc~ss, y + p = p + n (where p reprE)sents a proton), 
:t.s shown schematically in figure 1. 5 and involves the collis:t.on o;f a.n 
energetic proton with an optical or microwave photon y. A threshold 
E th . . d f h t f th d t. f 0 energy l.S requ1re o t e pro on or e pro. uc l.On o a 11 meson 
p 
rJackson ( 1962) and Fazio (1~67)]: 
= 
12 
2 2 2 
m c (m c + 2m c ) 
1T 1f p 
2£ o + cos e > 
0 
(1. 22) 
where £ is the photon energy in the laboratory frame of reference. 
0 
Consequently for a head-on collision of a proton with a the~mal 
'V photon of £ -v 1 eV, the threshold proton kinetic energy is appr_ox-
o ~- . 
17 - 2 'V imately 10 eV; since the rest energy of the pion (m c) is -v 140 MeV. 
1T 
(b) Nucleon-Nucleon collision 
In this category the most important interaction of concern to 
astrophysics is the proton-proton collison, since 90% of cosmic rays 
are protons and 90% of the cool interstellar gas is hydrogen. From a 
basic p-p collision several individual combinations of secondary 
particles, in~luding one or more 1f 0 mesons, are possible and Pollock 
and Fazio (1963) list the. most important of these. Here also is given 
an expression for the threshold kinetic energy necessary to produce x. 
mesons: 
(K.E. )thresh = x(280 + lOx) MeV (1.23) 
Hence (K.E.)th,..,esh. for a single pion is 290 MeV. 
Stecker (1971) gives for gamma-rays of energy E , from a uriit 
. . y 
volume at distance r from the earth, a production rate q(E ,r): 
E y -
q(E ,r) = 4nn(r_)jdE I(E ,r)J Timax dE o(E ,E )2f(E ,E ) (1.24) y- . - p p- 1T 1T p·.··· y 'IT 
. .. E . 
Timl.n 
. .-3 . ...,1 . -1 
em s liE y 
-3 
where n(_r) is the hyqro'gen number density (em ) at _r and I(E ,r) is p ~ 
. . . -2 -1 -1 tile mean directtona:t intensity .of cosm1c rays (em s sr ) of energy 
E in the source vol_ume, o(E ,E )dE is the cross section for the p . . 1f p 'IT 
0 production of a 'IT meson with ene~gy E
11 
in the interval dE_rr, and 
f(E ,E ) is the gamma-ray distribution function from n° decay where: y 1T . 
f(E ,E ) = (E 2 y 'If 'If 
2 -k 
m ) 2 
'If 
for 
13 
E ( 1. 25) 
'If 
2 
0 The predicted cosmic ray 'If gamma-ray spectrum at Earth, taken from 
Stecker ( 1970), is shown in figure 1. 7 . The results shown are based 
on experimental production cross section data which are summarised by 
Stecker (1973) and shown in fig~re 1.6 . 
Neutral pion production from proton-alpha particle (a) (both 
p-a and a-p) is important since although the cosmic Helium abundance 
is about one t,enth that of Hydrogen the multiplicity/cross section 
production is significantly larger at all energies for rx inter-
actions than for p~p. 
(c) Matter-Antimatter annihilation. 
Protons .and Antiprotons may react to produce gamma radiation either 
by direct annihilation or through the intermediary of meson production. 
The. latter c-a~e is the more important since the cross section for 
direct annihilation is smaller than that involving mesons by a factor 
1 2 
<137). Stecker et al. (1971 a and b) have calculated the gamma-ray 
spectrum resulting from this mechanism for the particular case where 
the annihilations are at rest and this is shown in figure 1.8 . 
1. 3.5 Br~msstrahlung 
Radiation produced from the interaction of a charged particle 
with the nuclear coulomb field of another particle is known as 
Bremsstrahlung. · Hei tler ( 1954) gives for the bremsstrahlung differential 
cross section: 
o8 (E ,E )dE 0 y y 
2 dE ~ 4o Z __l f(E ,E ) 
o E y o 
y 
( 1. 26) 
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2 
where a = 
0 
1 
137 
2 
(-e-) 
M c 2 
0 
(M is the incident particle rest mass) 
0 
and f(E ,E ) is the distribution function for gamma.,-ray production. y 0 
Thus the probability of emission of a bremsstrahlung photon of 
energy E is inversely proportional to the square of the mass of the y 
incident particle and consequently proton bremsstrahlung is negligible 
compa:red to that from electrons. 
In the ultra-relativistic case the cross section may be approxi-
mated by: 
o8 (E ,E )dE 0 y y 
'\. m dEY 2 
'\. <x> E em 
0 y 
( 1. 27) 
where m represents the mass of the target atom and X is the radiation 
' 0 
·length. 
-(). 
Applying the power-law electron spectrum I (E) dE = K E dE 
e e e 
Fazio (1967) has shown that the resulting differential gamma-ray 
spectrum is : 
I (E )dE y y y 
dE ro 
= m _N(L) (~) f 
X E 
0 y E y 
I (E)dE 
e 
( 1. 28) 
where N(L) is the integrated number of target nuclei in the line of 
sight. 
This may be reduced to: 
I (E )dE. y y . y 
K 
= mN(L) (~..,..,.-) E -a. dE 
X a~l y y 
0 
1. 3.6 Electron.,-P.ositron Annihil atio11 
(1. 29) 
A collision invol\Ting an electron and its antiparticle the 
positron results in the complete annihilation of the two particles ani:l 
the emis's ion of one or more photons . 
......... 
'-L&J 
--
Figure 1·8 Normalised locq.l Tt0 gamma;.. ray -spect~um from 
proton- antiproton aAnihilation at rest.[Stecker (1971)1 
-1 
cosx 
-~~~_.,.,_--_ Directi9n of motion 
of centre of mass. 
laboratory ~system 
Fig4re t9 Two pHoton-~_ electron =positron ann ihi ration in the 
centre_ of mass s~stem. ['Chupp(1977)] 
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Single photon emission is only possible where the electron is 
bound within an atom, since in such a case the single photon m9mentum 
may be balanced by the nucleus of the atom. It is thought that this 
mechanism is of little relevance to astrophysics. However, in-flight 
annihilation of a positron with a free electron is of greater 
significance. Here a plurality of photons is produced, but since the 
relativistic cross section for n photon annihilation (n < 2) is a 
factor (l/137)(n-:2 ) less than that for the two photon process it is 
the latter which is normally considered [Stec}t~r (1971)]. 
The di f.ferenti'al cross secti.on for gamma-ray production in the 
centre of mass frame of reference is: 
dO = 
0 
0 
2 
2Y. Be c . 
2 
where o0 = 1rr 0 ; 
1 + 13 2(2 - x2> 
{---c=-------
2 2 (1-13 X) 
c 
213 
4o - x> 2 
c } dX 
2 2 ( 1 - B X ). 
c 
(1. 30) 
y + 1 
and y = ( ) are 
c 2 the positron velocity and Lorentz factor in the 
centre o~ mass system for a laboratory frame Loreptz factor: 
where E is the total energy of .the positro)1. The ene·rgies of 
+ 
the emergent gaiilma-rays in the laboratory system are dependent on the 
angle X: 
E y 
2 
= m c ( 1 + B x> 
0 c 
for 1 ~ y + oo; - 1 .~ x ~ 1 
(1. 31) 
Hence f(lr an annihilation at rest (y = 1) the two p'hoto~s are e~ni tted 
. 2 "' . equal energy: m.c "'0.511 MeV. 
0 
In the ultra relativistic case with 
the angular distr.ibution O·f the emitted photons is strongly peaked at 
X= ±1, i.e. the photon emission in the laboratory system lies chiefly 
16 
along the velocity vector of the centre of mass and therefore the forward 
moving photon carries most of the available energy and the backward 
photon takes up the remainder which according to Stecker (1971) has a 
lower limit of 0.25 MeV. 
The in-flight annihilation gamma-ray spectr\.illl th.erefore has a 
low energy cut-off and an upp~r energy 1 inii t which is determined by E . 
+ 
The ac:tual shape of the spectrum between these energy limits depends 
upon the positron spectrum. 
1. 3. 7 Nuclear 'ne~Excitation 
True gamma rad;iation occurs only when a nucleus in an excited 
state undergoes a transition to a lower energy state. A detailed treat-
ment of radiative transitions is given by Cohen (1~71). The instantaneous 
intensity of gamma-rays for a particular transition is: 
= N. ( t) A. f l. l.-+ ( 1. 32) 
-1 
where Ni is the number of nuclei in a particular excited state and Ai-+f(s ) 
is the transition probability from the initial state i to the final 
state f producing a. gamma-ray of energy E1,-Ef. N.(t) depends upqn the l. 
mechanism producing the excited state and is discussed in terms of the 
process cross-section. 
Nuclear gamma radiation is described in terms o-f the classical 
multipole description of an oscillating charge or current distribution. 
Cohen (1971) discusses two possibilities: (a) Electric multipole 
radiation [<E-!1.) radiation] and (b) Magnetic mul tipole radiation 
[<M-!1..)]. In each. of the cases .the transition probability is given by: 
(E - !I.) 2(!1. + 1) Ai-+f = 
-hi[(2!1. + 1)! :]2 
(M - 9..) 
.· 29.+1 
(~) 
c 
( l. 34) 
where 9.. is the angular momentum quantum number, w is angular frequency, 
~ h . 
n = 2 1T (h 1s Planck's constant), Q£. and A£. are cloSely related to the 
electric and magnetic multipole oscillations causing the transition. 
In practice experimentally determined life times of specific 
transitions are used as given by Lederer et al. (1968) or alternatively 
gamma:-:-ray line pf,ociuction cross sections may be used which implicitly 
include the transition probability. 
Excited states can be produced in several ways, e.g. by charged 
particle interactiqns: (p,p'y); (a,a'y); (p,y); (a,y) and by neutron 
interactions: (n,n'y); (n,y). Spallation reactions or fission can 
leave nuclei in excited states and also radioactive by-products which 
·. + -decay by particle emission (B ,B ,p,a ... ) can populate levels in 
daughter nuclei. 
1. 4 EXPECTED COSMIC SOURCES OF GAMMA-RAY LINE EMISSION 
Supernovae are expected to contain radioactivity and Table 1.1 
lists the lines which should be observable together with the relevant 
mean lives, yield of radioactive nuclei per Supernova, photon energy 
and number of photons per disintegration [Clayton et al. (1969), 
Lingenfelter and R~maty (1978), Arnett (19'78)]. The half lives of the 
isotopes are very important from the· aspect of detectabili ty since the 
gamma-rays cannot escape from the dense region of nucleosynthesis and 
if the decay of the nuclei occurs prior to significant expansion the 
lines will not be seen. This is particul~rly applicable to the 56Ni 
decay chain. It is calcula,ted that for an average Galactic Supernova 
rate of one in 25 years there should exist several remnants with 44Ti 
. . . . 1 . th 22 . . b. . bl b rad1oact1v1ty and poss1b y one w1 Na em1ss1on o serva . e y a 
-5 -2 -1 detector of sel)si tivi ty 5 x 10 photons em s Cassiopeia A at a 
Table 1.1 _9amma'-ray producing chains from Supernovae_and Novae 
Ramaty (1978)o 
Decay Chain Mean Nuclei Photon photons 
Life per Energy positrons 
or 
per 
(yr) Supernova (MeV) disintegration 
56N" 56c 56F 1-+ o-+ e 0.31 3 X 1054 0.847 1 
1.238 0.70 
2.598 0.17 
1.771 0.16 
1.038 0.13 
+ 0.2 e 
57c 57F 
- o-+ e 1.1 7 X 1052 O.i22 0.88 
0.014 0;88 
0.136 0.12 
22Na-+22Ne 3.8 52 48 3xl0 (10 ;nova) 1.275 1 
+ 0.9 e 
44Ti-+44Sc-+44Ca 68 6 X 1051 1.156 1 
0.078 1 
0.068 1 
+ 0.94 e 
60F 60C 60Ni e-+ o->- 4.3xl0 5 5 X 1050 1.332 1 
1.173 1 
0.059 1 
26 AJI.-+ 26Mg 1.1x10 6 4 X 1050 1.809 1 
1.130 0.04 
+ 
. 0.-85 ·.e 
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distance of 2. 8 kpc, having occurred only 300 years ago is a candidate 
for observation of the 44Ti decay chain aince the predicted flux is ~ 
4 x 10-5 photons cm-2s-l At 10 Mpc distance the Virgo cluster could 
present a steady source of 0. 847 and 1. 238 MeV lines from 56Ni decay 
provided that the cluster Supernova rate exceeds~ 10 year-l 
Doppler broadening determines the line widths owing to the velocity 
4 "'-1 (10 kms ) of the expanding medium and this is expected to be ~ 6% except 
60 26 for Fe and AQ. where the broadening should be only ~ 0.2% since 
these isotopes essentially come to rest before decay due to their long 
mean li V?S . 
Novae are currently be~ieved to be caused by thermonuclear runaway 
in the CNO cycle resulting from accretion onto a white dwarf from a 
large, cool companion. Radio nuclei are synthesised during this process 
and therefore gamma-ray line emission is expected [Clayton and Hoyle 
(19'74)j. The line which shQuld be most easily detectable is that at 
22 1.275 MeV from Na decay. According to Truran (1978) the flux from a 
nova at l.kpc is~ [8 x l0-5e:x:p(-t/3.8 years)] photons -2 -1 em s it is 
expected therefo;re, that for the estimated nova rate of ~ 40 
year-l a diffuse emission at 1.275 MeV should be detectable by an 
instrum.ent of broad field of view while observing the Galactic plane. 
Cosmic-ray interaction with the interstellar medium also should be 
a source of line emiss-ion [Meneguzzi and Reeves (1975)]. Prime candidates 
for detection are lines from 12c' 1\' 16o I 20Ne' 24Mg' 28si' and 56Fe 
12 * (table 1. 2) of which the strongest are predicted to be from C and 
16 * 0 at 4.4 and6.1 MeV respectively. The line widths for the 
collisional interactions depend upon whether the target nucleus lies 
(i) in the cosmic-ray beam (ii) in the stationary interstellar gas, 
Table 1.2 Principal Gamma-Ray Lines from De~excitation 
Rainaty '(1978), 
Production Photon Mean Lifetime 
Proces.s Energy (seconds) 
(MeV) 
4 7 
* 10-13 He(a.,n) Be 0.431 2.7 X 
~ 7 * e(a.,p) Li 0.478 10-16 
56Fe (p 'P ') 56Fe * 0.847 10-12 9.7 X 
56 56 + 56 * 9.6 6 Fe(p,n) Co(e ,e) Fe (100%) X 10 
56
:Fe(p,n•) 56Fe* 1.238 1.0 X 10-12 
56- 56 . 56 * 106 Fe(p,n) Co(e+,e) Fe (67%) 9.6 X 
24M ( ')24M * 10-12 g p,p .. g 1.369 1.75 X 
20 . . 20. * 1.634 1.2 10-12 Ne(p,p') Ne X 
28~, ( I) 288 . * 10-13 _1. p ,p .· 1 1.779 6.8 X 
1~( ')1~* p,p 2.313 8.5 X 10-14 
1~ 14 + 1~* (p ,n) O(e ) . (100%) 102 
12C(p,p')l2c* 4.438 5.62 X 10-14 
.160 < > 12c * p,x 5.62 X 10-14 
1~ 1~* ; .(p,p'). 5.105 1.2 X 10-ll 
/ 1s0 < , > 160 * p,p 6.129 2.4 X 10-ll 
28Si (p ,p ') 28Si * 10-12 6.878 2.5 X 
Table 1. 3 Approximate local interstellar. Emissivities .. and Di ff\lse 
Galactic fluxes fi-om the direction of the Galactic Centre. 
Ramaty (1978). 
Mechanism 
Inelastic 
Collisions 
-3 (w == leV em ) 
+ 
e annihilation 
26M~26Mg 
60FQ.+60Co+f)0Ni 
22Na+22Ne 
o:. 
rr .Decay + 
~remsstrahlung 
Photon FWHM Energy (keV> oV!ev> 
4.14 100 
6. i29(~rain) 8 
6.129(gas) 150 
0.847(total) 2 
0.511 5 
. 1. 809 3 
1. 332 2 
1.173 2 
0.059 0.1 
1.275 10 
>100 
Local Emissivity Flux 
(photonjH atom) (Photon -2 em s 
sec 
3 -26 10-5 X .10 ... 6 X 
10-27 -5 5 X 1 X 10 
1 X 10-26 2 X 10-5 
6 x 10-2.7 1 X 10-5 
.~ X lQ-25 1 X 10-4 
1 lt 10-25 . 7 X 10-5 
< -25 
1 X 10 7 X 10-5 
1 X 10-25 7 X 10-5 
1 X 10.;_25 7 X 10'"'5 
2 
.. ..:.zs 10--4 X I:O . 1 X 
1.5 X 10.-2$ l X 10-4 
-1 
rad) 
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(iii) in interstellar dust grains. In the first and second cases the 
widths should be~ 1 MeV, due to the high velocity of the targets, and 
~ 100 keV from recoiling nuclei emission, respectively. For case (iii) 
the width depends on the target nucleus excitation lifetime and the 
size and composition of the containing grain. 
Intensities for the 0,511 MeV iin,e from nucleosynthesis· pro<:esses 
26 60 21 . 
and lines from At, Fe and Na decay can be estimated from the 
emissivities per hydrogen atom in the solar system and the fluxes are 
given in Table 1.3. 
Matter accretin'g onto neutron stars may produce line radl.ation 
from inelastic collisions induced by the accreting particles [Ramaty 
et al. (1973)]. Electron pairs created on pulsars and the resultant 
positron annihilatipn can produce a line at.0.511 MeV [Sturrock (1971)]. 
Gravitation would produce red shifts of these lines of~ 20% if the 
emission originated from the star's surface and Brecher (1971) suggests 
that from identification of the line, the degree of red shift and a mass 
determination then the neutron s.tar 's internal composition may be 
revealed. 
Extragalactic line emission is expected from objects in which non-
thermal processes are dominant ~d nucleosyn.thesis in extragalactic 
Supernovae may in the past h.ave significantly contributed to the 
Unive11sal background around 0,5 to 0.8 MeV from the decay of 61Ni 
[Clayton and Silk ( 1969)]. It is believed that despite cosmological 
red-shift broadening these lines ,coul·d be discernible in the background 
and so provide information on the nucleosyrithesis rate at earlier epochs. 
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CHAPTER 2 
METHODS AND OBSERVATIONAL STATUS 
OF GAMMA~RAY ASTRONOMY 
2.1 DETECTION METHODS 
The crucial fact of concern to the design of instruments for gamma-
ray astronomy is that at the energies in question t,he photons cannot be 
reflected or directly focussed as those of lower energy can, rather, they 
pe:netrate matter and tend to lose energy in interactions with electrons.~> 
as described in Chapter 4, Sections 4.1 and 4.2. Thus at photon energies 
in the gamma-ray region less than -v 10 MeV all of the instruments currently 
in use or proposed for astronomical research utilise those electrons by 
employing scintillation and/or solid~ state detectors arranged!. in various 
configurations to produce pulses which may then be processed using pulse-
height analysis. 
There are principally two sorts of device: 
(i) the so called Compton Telescope. 
(ii) actively shielded devices. 
Figure 2.1helps to illustrate the operational principle of the Compton 
telescope. Sl and S2 are arrays of scintillation elements, where each 
element is optically isolated from th~ rest. A gamma photo:n y
0 
compton 
scatters in scintillator Sl and the secondary photon y undergoes a 
. 1 
further interaction in 82, The recoil electron ~ 1 produces a start 
pulse in S·l for a delayed coincidence with the pulse in 82 from e 2 and 
the direction of y is determined from the kinematics of the Compton 0 . . . 
scattering using the pulse•heights from the electron,~ e1 and e2 . Knowledge 
of the specific cells which record the delayed coincidence approximately 
defines the direction of scat1;ered photon y 1 . The figure shows that a 
11eutron can produce a similar response i·f it inelastically scatters in 
81, however, the transit time from Sl to S2 for the neutron is typically 
51 
100cm 
r-T-
1 I 
S2 1 I 
L~.l 
Figure 2·1 Illust~tion". of the, basic principle. of the 
Compton telescope. 
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much greater than that for the gamma-ray so the two types of event can 
be separated. Upward moving gamma-rays are eliminated by the coincidence 
arrangement. Accepted incident gamma-rays may, however, only be defined 
to lie on the surface of a cone of half angle 8 since there is no 
information concerning the direction of e
1
. The projection of the cone 
onto the sky is called the event circle. The energy of y
0 
is: 
E = E + E 
Yo el yl 
(2.1) 
and from equation (4.7) 
8 1 2 (...,.!_ _1_) cos = + m c 0 E E (2.2) 
yo yl 
where: 
E = E + E (2.3) 
yl e2 y2 
E and E are the measured pulse heights in 81 and 82. If y 1 is totally el e2 
absorbed in 82 then E 
yl 
and: 
cos e = 
E = 
Yo 
1 + 
and hence: 
E + E (2.4) 
el e2 
2 
(E 
.1 
_1_) m c 
+E 0 E (2.5) 
el e2 e2 
where 8 is an approximation to the true value 8 and since E is usually 
e2 
less than E then 8 must be an upper limit to the scattering angle. From 
yl 
e an approximation to E is obta~ned. Yo 
The telescope· has an imaging property for celestial point sourc.es 
in the field of view. For the scattered gamma-rays that are totally 
absorbed in 82 then the various values of 8 represent the true scattering 
angles and the event circles of the gamma-,rays from the point source 
will intersect at one point. Because only totally absorbed events 
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from a point source are accepted the energy resolution is good and 
there is almost complete suppression of the gamma-ray line Compton tails. 
Originally the Compton telescope approach is due to Schonfelder 
et al. (1973 ) and several telescopes of this sort are now in use 
[He:rzo et al. 1975; Graml et al., 1977, 1978; White et al. 1978] which 
uses a combination of liquid scintillation elements for the Sl array and 
Nai(TQ,) for S2,has an angular resolution of rv 10° (FWHM) within a 40° 
(FWHM) field of view and an energy resolution of slightly better than 
10% (FWHM) at energies above rv 1 MeV. During a th,ree hour balloon flight 
the 3cr detection sensitivity for a 1 MeV gamma~ray line is reported as 
-3 -2 -1 being 1.4 x 10 photons em s 
Actively shielded devices are,· however, the most commonly used 
systems for nuclear line region gamma-ray astronomy. These instruments 
comprise one or more central alkaliohalide scintillation or solid~state 
detectors, usually thallium activated sodium iodide [Nai(T.q] or 
germanium {either lithium drifted germanium [Ge(Li)] or high purity 
germanium (Ge)}, surrounded by an alkali-halide scintillation anti-
coincidence shield. Such sh;i.elding typically restricts the field of 
view of the central detector to rv 10° to 30° (FWHM) and is effective in 
suppressing most components of the radiation.· background. There are 
effectively two elements to. the shielding in th:hs arrangement: (a) the 
passive element, where the scintillator simply act~;~ as an absorber and 
(b) the active element, where the scintillation property of the material 
is put to use by the detection of photons which Compton scatter within 
it and s.ubsequently interact in the central detector therefore allowing 
such an event to be vetoed. This active aspect of the shielding has 
beeri found in practice to reduce background by a factor of rv 40 at 
around 1 MeV over that using passive shielding alone. 
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Solid-state Ge and Ge(Li) crystals produce much higher energy 
resolution than Nal(T~) scintillation crystals, typically ~ 0.25% as 
compared to ~ 7% respectively; and therefore the germanium devices may 
seem to be the better choice. However, other factors must be considered, 
for in addition to resolution,the full energy peak efficiency and detector 
area are directly involved in gamma-ray line sensitivity. In the 0.1 to 
10 MeV energy range Nal(T~) has a much higher detection efficiency, for 
the size of detectors currently available, than Ge, as s,hown in tabl:e 2 .1. 
From a practical viewpoint the poorer energy resolution of scintillators 
is offset by the larger detection areas and higher efficiencies. 
Kurfess (1978) gives tile case for the future role of scintillation 
detectors in gamma-ray spectroscopy. 
An example of a spectrometer using Nal (TJI.) as its central det.ector 
is an instrument developed at Rice University; shown in cross sectional 
diagrammatic form in figure 2.2. The device has a 15~ (FWHM) aperture 
provided by an Nal(T£) anticoincidence shield, an energy resolution of 
11% at 662 keV and a 511 keV gamma-ray line sensitivity at the 3a leve·l 
-3 -2 ~1 
of 1.5 x 10 photons em s Observations of the galactic centre and 
N. G. C. 4151 have be.en performed with this spectrometer and a similar 
device; [Haymes et al. ( 19'69), Johnson et al. ( 1972) , Johnson and Haymes 
(1973), Haymes et al. (1975), Meegan and Haymes (1979)]. 
Figure 2.3 shows in cross section the design of an actively shielded 
Ge(Li) instrument used by Leventhal et al. (1980) of the Bell/Sandia 
laboratories. Note the a~companying vacuum cryostat and dewar containing 
liquid nitrogen which ,are essential r'equisites for Ge and Ge(Li) detectors. 
0 J\,pa:rt frQm Ge(Li) detectors rteeding a low temperature (~ -~0 C) to 
freeze the drifted Li profile1 both types of crystal also require cooling 
to liquid nitrogen temperatures to elimi11ate r.wise due to thermally 
generated leakage currents which adver.sely affect energy resolution. 
Table 2.1 Comparison of full energy peak efficiency and_ energy 
resolution between typical sizes of Nal and Ge_ crystals. 
Kurfess (1978). 
Full Energy Peak Efficiency 
Energy Resolution 
(MeV) 
Energy (IVIeV) Nai Ge Nal Ge 20cmx10cm 5cinX5cm 20cmx10cm 5crnx5cm 
0.1 0.95 0.70 20 2 
0.5 0.85 0.30 45 2 
1.0 0.65 0.15 65 3 
2.0 0.47 0.08 95 4 
* 5.0 0.30 0.05 150 5 
IOETEClOR 
Figure 2·2 A, CrOSS sectional view i of the . Rice 
. . University gamma=ray spectrometer. 
[Meegan (1978)] 
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The reported aperture and energy resolution of the Bell/Sandia spectrometer 
are '\. 13° (FWHM) at 1. 33 MeV and "-' 1% at 511 keV respectively and the 
-3 -2 -1 3a level 511 keV line sensitivity is 1.9 x 10 photons em s 
In an attempt to compensate for the limitation in volume of 
germanium detectors the Jet Propulsion Laboratory produced a spec'trometer 
3 
which operates a matrix of four Ge(Li) crystals each of 40 em volume. 
A diagram of this device, which was the first to produce a celestial 
gamma-ray line observation [Jacobson et al. (1975)] 1 is given in figure 
2.4. The system resolution is 2.5 ke!V at 1 MeV and the collimation, which 
in this case is provided by an alternative alkali~halide scintillator, 
sodium activated Cesiuin iodide [(Csi(Na)], defines a solid angle of 
0.095 sr. Over the energy range 0.05 to 10 MeV the sensitivity is 
10-4 to 10-3 photons -2 -1 em s 
Though it may be argued that there is still potential for actively 
shieldP.d alkali-halide spectrometers there is no doubt that .the advent 
of Ge(Li) and Ge detectors has revolutionised astronorrlical gainma-ray 
spectr~scopy with their ability to pick out fine structure in the spectra 
from celestial sources. The Durham spectrometer, described in Chapter 3, 
is an actively shielded instrument using a Ge crystal rather than 
Ge(Li) because of th~ relative ease with whid.h it can be handled. 
2.2 DETECTOR BACKGROUND 
From a gamma-ray source in a direction 8 and rjJ the limiting measurable 
line flux for a detector in a balloon or satellite environment is: 
F . ~ 
ml.n n 
s (E, e, iJ> > 
2[dB(E.) /dE]liE 
T .. 
obs 
(2.6) 
1:1ssuming a null source count rate: where n is the number of standard 
deviations a above the background,that corresponds to a detectable signal 
(commonly taken as 2 or 3); ~ is the energy resolution of the instrument 
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at energy E; T b is the length of tima for which the source (and 
0 s 
background) is measured; S(E,8,cp) is the sensitivity of the detector 
to a photon of energy E which enters it from the direction (6,o); dB(E)/dE 
is the net differential background count rate [in counts (unit energy 
interval)-l (unit time)- 1]. 
Consequently it is very important in any balloon or satellite work 
to achieve as low a background as possible and this may only be done from 
a good understanding of the various sources of background, of which there 
are basic~lly three: (i) Atmospheric (ii) Intrinsic activity (iii) Local 
production. Ling (1974) has produced a means by which to quantify 
dB(E)/dE. Consider a detector of acceptance solid angle ~~ and full energy 
2 
sensitivity S(E ,a.)cm to photons of energy E incident at angle ,a to the 
axis from a volume element which emits A (E,h') photons of energy E 
0 
-1 -1 -1 (unit energy) (g air) s at a distance r. Then at atmospheric depth 
-2 h(g em ) the detector counting rate, when viewing at zenith angle fJ 
so that a. = 0, due to total background in a band width l1E at E is given 
by: 
h sec 8 
dB(E) ~E 
dE = f f I 
A
0 
(E, h ')p(h') 
S(E,O) exp [-r'/A(E)]drdEd~ 41T 
+ f f 
!':.~ I':.E 
!':.~ M o 
S (E, 0) F (E) exp[•h sec 8/A (E )']d.Ed~ 
D 
+ (Background rate from activation etc.) 
(2.7) 
where p(h') is the atmospheric density at the depth of the source element; 
r 
r' = J 
0 
-2 p (r)dr ( g em ) , and A (E) is the absorption mean free path for 
-2 photons of. ·energy E in g em 
Tne first term is the atmosph~ric gamm!l-ray flux in the form of a 
source function A
0
(E,h') expressed as the number of photons of eQ.ergy E 
in ~E emitted per second from a. gramnie of air at a particular latitude. 
This source function is determined empirically from balloon flight 
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measurements [Ling ( 1974)]. Term two represents the diffuse cosmic 
gamma-ray flux which reaches the detector through the atmosphere. 
Equation (2.6) gives the flux sensitivity once the relation in 
equation (2.7) is determined for the particular detector system. 
Heuermann (1971) has developed a model for atmospheric gamma radiation 
around 10 MeV which cons,ists of two components: 0 (i) rr meson decay; 
having a broad peak around 70 MeV (ii) Primary, secondary and re-entrant 
albedo electron bremsstrahlung, and this work, which is limited to a 
cut of.f rigidity of 4. 5 GV has subsequently been extended to a range of 
rigidity values by Daniel and Stephens (1974). The predicted spectra 
from this model and that of Ling (1975) are shown in figure 2.5 in 
comparison with experimental data. A shoulder at rv 70 MeV is evident 
in the figure which gives support to Heuermann's model. 
Figure 2.6 illustrates the results of measurements [Schonfelder 
et al, (1975)] of the vertical atmospheric gamma-ray energy spectrum 
for various depths in the atmo$pherebtogether with the theoretical 
predictions. Study of the figure reveals the flux as being a function 
-2 of the depth; rising to a max·imum at rv 100 g em (the Pfotzer maximum). 
The models mentioned all produce flux predictions which are equal to or 
smaller than the measurements. 
In addition the atmospheric gamma-ray flux is also dependent upon 
Zenith Angle. II1c:reasing the Zenith Angle results in an increased 
source volume contribution to the counting rate. This dependence. is 
expected to be less than sec 8 at small atmospheric depths owing to the 
curvature of the atmosphere. The work of Ling ( 1975) is in ~greemen t 
with Compton telesc::ope measurements of Schonfe1der et al. (1977) for 
0° ~ Z. A. ~ 120° where a steady increase is observed, however there is 
disagreement at angles > 120°; an observed maximum is not predicted on 
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Ling's model, however, Graser and ScbOnfeJ,.der (1977) have produced a 
maximum exhibiting model at the required Z. A. 
Line radiation is also .produced· in the atmosphere, principally at 
0.511 MeV by positron antlihilatiori and de~excitation radiation is found 
f . . . '1 . tt. . 14 160 1 . rom neutron capture or 1ne ast1c sea er1ng on ~ and nuc el.. 
Atmospheric 0.511 MeV r'adiation has been measured as a function of 
depth by several workers [Peterson {1963), Rocchia et al. cl965), 
Chupp et al. ( 1970). and Kasturir;l:ngan et al. (19'72)] and the results are 
consistent with calculation. TYpical values for the 0.511 MeV line 
-2 -1 flux are: (0.09 ± 0,01) and (0.2 ± 0,02) photons em s at 6 and 3.9 
-2 g em depth respectively. 
Predicted and measured fluxes for other atmospheric lines are given 
in Table 2. 2. 
The materials used in the construction of a spectrometer can themselves 
produce radiation which contributes to the background. Such contribution 
arises in two ways: {i) local production; arising as a result of neutron 
and proton interaction with the spectrometer materials (ii) ~atural 
radioactivity contained in the materials. [Kreger and Mather (1967), 
Van Lieshout et al. (1966)]. 
In the case of local production, neutron interactions dominate for 
balloon based systems because of the high ratio of atmospheric neutron 
to proton background. Quantitative estimates of the neutron effect have 
been made by Ling ( 1974) and Ling and Gruber ( 1977). The net effect of 
atmospheric neutron interaction is more important in a shielded system 
than an unshielded one as although the shield reduces the atmospheric 
photon component,the neutron contribution is not so affected, hence the 
shields should not be made too thick otherwise locai production dominates 
the background [Bhat and Thompson (1981)~. In Nai(T~) and Csi(Na) the 
neutron interaction background spectrum has three parts: (i) Around 
439 keV there are line features superimposed on a continuum arising from. 
Table 2.2 Measured and predicted atmospheric gamma-rlily line fluxes 
Energy 
(MeV) 
4.44 
4.49 
6.087-
6.129 
6.32 
6.44 
6.92 
(a) Orwig (1972) Private communication to J.C. Ling. 
(b) Kurf~ss (19'i2) Private communication to J.C. Ling. 
{c) Willett et al. (1979) 
(d) Albernhe and Vedrenne (1976) 
(e) Peterson et al. (1973) 
Process 
1\rcn,n'r) 19N 
1\r 11· 
_ (n,CL) .8 
1~ (n, y) 15N 
1\r<n,p)14c 
160_(n 'ny) 160 
1\r(N 'Y) 15N 
1\r(n,n' ,Y) 1\r 
160(n, A' 'y) 160 
Measured flux at >.. = 40° 
, (photons cm-~s-1) 
1 X 10-:2 (b) 
-2 1. 36 
.. -2 
1.5 X 10 (a) X 10 (b) 
~5 
< 8.7 X 10 (e) 
2.5 X l0-2(a) 6.0 X :i0:- 3 (b) 
-3 7.3 10'"' 3 (d) 7.7 X 10 (c) _X 
< 7.3 X 10-5 
Predicted F~~x 
at 3. 5. g em · 
. . 0 
,\ = 40 . 
-2 -1 (photons em s ) 
1.19. X 10-2 
3.21 X 10-3 
9.68-x 10-5 
3.94 X 10-4 
7.33 X l0-3 
1. 31 X 10-4 
1. 36 X 10-3 
1.69 X 10-3 
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fast neutrons, (ii) BE;Jlow 2.2 MeV beta decay of 1128 produces a flat 
spectrum, (iii) around 6. 8 MeV there iD a peak arising from slow neutron 
capture. 
Most materials contain the natural activities 4°K, Ra and Th which 
produce numerous emissions, 'both continuum and discrete, at gamma-ray 
energieS!. For example: (a) 4°K decays by B 40 emission to Ca or 
40 + 
alternatively to Ar by B jEC qec~y which results in gamma emission at 
1. 46 MeV, (b) Tnorium may be ident'ified by the detection of a ga!Jlma-ray 
line at 2. 62 MeV from the first exci t~d state of 208Pb (ThD) which is 
populated by 6- decays of 208TQ.(ThC"). Manufacturers of detector 
crystals and photomultiplier tubes attempt to keep all naturally occurring 
activities as low as possible in their raw materials. 'fP,is source of 
background could become important in the future as the sensitivity of 
gamma-ray ex~eriments is increased. 
2.3 OBSERVATIONS OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL GAMMA RADIATION 
2.3.1 The Cosm~c Ga~a-ray Background 
Since the. e:dstence of a cosmic gamnia-ray flux was established by 
the Ranger 3 and 5 spacecraft observations discussed in Section 1. 2 
several further attempts have been made to measure it using balloon and 
satellite borne detectors. These have identified two compone'nts, a 
Qalactic part \\fhich exhibits a pe::1k in the direction of the plane of the 
Gi:daxy and an isotrop'ic part, the diffuse background. 
Observationally there appears to be agreement abo~t the shape of 
the diffuse .radiation energy spectrum, as shown in figure 2.7. However, 
the origin of the flux anq in particular tha't; of a sh;oulder around 3 MeV 
is still uncertain owing to (a) the lack of observational evidence 
concerning the gamma-ray luminosities of galaxies etc. and (b) an 
excess of free parame~ers i.n ::111 of the !'lugge~tE!.~ mode:!.!'! of truly 
diffuse production in intergalactic spa(!e. Stecker q969) a,nd Stec;:ker 
~ 10.;.!. 
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et al. (1971) have proposed t,wo fllodel~ for :th_~ cause of the 3 MeV 
shoulder based on the fact that the diff~rential gamma-ray energy 
0 
spectrum from 1T meson decay peaks at "' 70 MeV and this may easily be 
displaced to the 3 MeV re.gion if th~ production occurs largely at red 
shifts around Z = 100. 0 The rr 111esons themselves would be produced from 
a copious supply of cosmic rays from the big bang or by simultaneous 
baryon-anti baryon al}n·ihilation. MoTe recently, Recchia et al. (1~76) 
have indicated that the feature could result from Compton interactions 
of gamma-rays with low energy electrons around discrete sources, for 
example, Seyfert galaxies [Grind lay (1978)] and this has been given 
observational support by the detection of radiation > 1 MeV from N .G.C. 
4151 [Schonfelder (1978)]. Isotropy and temporal constancy conditions, 
which have been verified at energies < 100 keV by Schwartz (1970) and 
1-. ... C...,.1..~--4)":'·1.,.J-- ........ n, /10'7"7\ 
"":1 .... "" ...... v&.a..L-~u.- .... -""' - ...... , ... .., •• , 
and White et al. (1977), are satisfied by the theories mentioned. 
Information concerning the Galactic component of the gamma-ray 
background comes !Jlainly from the surveys carried out by the satellites 
SAS II and COS B which operate in the energy ran~e 50 MeV to 5 GeV and 
there is a sparsity of practical results from energi~s -around 10 MeV. 
At energies > 50 MeV then. the Galaxy appears as a n.arrow line 
source. At Galactic longitude (R- 11 ) = 0°, i.e. towards the· Galactic 
centre, its width at half maximum, in Galactic l~titude (bii), is: 
+ 3° ~ bii ~ -2.5° as shown in figure 2.8 and at ~II= 120° it is: 
+ 7° ~ b II ~. -3°. T~e longitude distribution, figure 2. 9, shows a broad 
me,xj.mum towards the Galactic centre and localised excess.es in the Galactic 
plane which seem to occur when the line of sight tan'gentially intersects 
spiral arms [Bignami et al. ( 1975) J. In addition, gamma-' ray paint sources 
are embedded in the Galactic plane and some of the lo.calised enhancements 
lli 
( arbi~rary ) 
umts 
Figure 2·8 Gam rna- ray intensity as a function of 
galactic latitude towards the Galactic 
centre. ( Results from SAS II ) 
[ Wolfendale (1982 )] 
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have been identified with th~se. In particular four pulsars have been 
identified: PSR 1822.,.09, PSR 0531+21, PSR 0740+28 and PSR 0833-45. 
2. 3. 2 Solar GatimJa-Rays 
Prior to 1972 several claims hadbeen made for observations of a 
solar gamma-ray flux. [Apparao et al. (1966), Daniel et al. (1967), 
Kondo and Nagase (1969), Hirasima et al. (1969)], however these have all 
been highly disputed and none coincided with any optical flare activity. 
The first accepte"d observations of solar gamma radiation are thOSE;"! 
from the University of New Hampshire's gamma-ray spectrometer, on board 
the OS0-7 satellite, of continuum and line radiation d.uring the solar 
activity of August 2nd to August 11th, 1972, [Chupp et al. (1973)]. The 
instrument responsible for the observations is described by Forrest et 
al. (1972), and Higbie et al. (1972). Observations of line radiation 
were obtained from the solar flares of 0621 U.T .. August 4th, 1972 and 
1500 U.T., August 7th, 1972. The time integrated solar and background 
countingarate spectra for the first of these two events,accumulated. 
during the timE;1 interval 0624 to 0~~3 U.T,, corre~pqnding to the risi~g 
phase of the flare, is shown in figure 2.10; line emission is evident at 
energies: 0,51, 2.23, 4.44 and 6.13 MeV and the corresponding flux levels 
are: (6.3 ± 2.0) X 10-2 , (2,80 ± 0.22) X 10-l, (3 ± 1) X 10-2 , (3 ± 1) X 10-2 , 
-2 -1 . . photons em s , respectively. However, during the observations of the 
August 7th, 1972 flare, which were made approximately 40 minutes after 
the onset, only the first two of these lines were detected and these at 
. -2 -2 
respective flux ;teyels, (3.0 ± 1.5) x 10 anct (6.9 ± 1.1) x 10 photons 
-2 -1 
em s 
Chall\bon et al. (1978) report the detection o;f 1;he 2. 23 ·Me.V line 
and a possible detection of that at 4.4 MeV during a flare which erupted 
on 22nd November 1977. Their preliminary estimates of the 2. 2 MeV line 
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flux is compatible with Chupp's 4th August, 1972 observation. The 0.51 MeV 
line was not seen on this occasion though it is argued that such would be 
expected since if the 4.4 MeV excess is indeed due to a line then its 
intensity is a factor of 3 lower than the 2.2 MeV feature,which would 
in turn mean that the 0.51 MeV line should be a factor of 2 lower in 
intensity than the 2.2 MeV line, [Ramaty and Lingenfelter (1973)]. 
Both the 2.2 MeV and the 4.4 MeV lines were detected again during a 
flare which erupted on 11th July 1978 and lasted from 1035 to 1415 U.T. 
[Hudson et al. (1980)]. This observation comes from the A4 experiment 
of the HEA0-1 satellite which is described in detail by Matteson (1978) 
and the strengths of the lines were (1.00 ± 0.29) and (0.18 ± 0.07) 
-2 -1 photons em s J respectively. 
At 0312 U.T. June 7th, 1980, another £lare was observed at gamma-
ray energies and a line of energy (2.232 ± 0.012) MeV was recorded at a 
-2 -2 -1 flux level of (7.1 ± 1.2) x 10 photons em s Chupp et al. (1981) 
report this observation which was obtained from the Solar Maximum 
Mission (SMM) satellite's gamma-ray spectrometer. 
Prior to the first observations calculations by Lingenfelter and 
Ramaty, ( 1967) had shown that the strongest lines from solar flares 
in decreasing order, should be:-
(i) 2. 223 MeV - ThermaliE;ed neutron capture on hydrogen in the 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
solar photosphere. 
0.511 MeV - Positron annihilation. 
4. 438 MeV - 12c de-excitation. 
16 6.129 !VIeV- 0 de .. excitation. 
The subsequent observations have provided substantial support for the 
calculations not only because the predicted lines are precisely those 
detected but also betause in the individual cases of a plurality of 
lines being measured their observed flux ratios agree with the calculations 
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within experimental error. In actdition the neutron capture and positron 
annihilation times are finite and therefore the 2. 223 MeV and 0. 51 1\leV 
lines would be expected to lag. behind the flare onset. Supporting this 
are the time profiles from the HEA0-1 and SMM observations of the 
respective flares in several energy bands ranging from microwaves to 
gamma-rays of"' 8 MeV; these are shown in figures 2.11 and 2.12. The 
HEA0-1 profile shows that the 2.223 MeV line lagged (94 ± 30) seconds 
behind the hard X-ray flux and this is consistent with the slowing down 
time required for neutron capture. Also the time history from SSM 
shows that the emission from the band covering the 2.223 MeV line continues 
beyond the end of the impulsive phase of the flare. Similar evidence 
comes from the 1972 observations; although four lines were detected from 
the August 4th flare, seen during its rising phase, only the 0.51 and 
2.223 MeV lines were detected during the August 7th event which was 
observed at a later stage of the flare. 
2.3.3 Discrete Cosmic Sources 
2.3.3.1 The Galactic Centre. Table 2.3 summarises the main 
experiments to have viewed the Galactic centre to date. The Bell/Sandia 
Laboratories' apparatus and the 1974 Rice University device, which have 
been described briefly and -referenced in Section 2.1, together with 
the 1970/71 Rice instrument [Johnson and Haymes (1973)] and that of 
le Centre d 'Etudes Spatiale des Rayonnements (C .E .S. R.) [Albernhe et al. 
(1978)] were all balloon borne, while the Je~ Propulsion Laboratory 
(JPL) device is the HEA0-3 satellite gamma-ray spectrometer [Mahoney 
et al. ( 1980)::) .. 
In both Rice University flights of 1970 and 1971 from- Parana, 
Argentina a bright, power-law continuum of spectral index "' 2. 4 was 
detected from the Galactic centre, however the absolute fl,ux levels 
reported [Johnson and Haymes (1973)] differ by "' 30 per cent. This 
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Figure 2·11 lime profile of flux variations duriQg solar 
flare of 1978 July fl ( HEA.Oo~). [Hudson et al (1980) 
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Figure 2·12 ·Time. history of energetic -photon -emissions for 
several energy· intervals from 10 keV ro 8MeV. 
[Chupp et al (1981}] 
Table 2.3 Observation$ of the Galact.ic Cent:ce positron annihilation line.ernission. 
(a) Chupp (1977), (b) Albernhe et al. (1981), (c) Leventhal (1978), (d) Leventhal et al. (1980), 
(e)-Mahoney et al. (1980). 
Lin,e Energy 
(.keV) 
(a) 47.6 ± 24 
(a) ~30 ± 11 
(b) 511 
(c) i510.7±0.5 
(d} . 511 
(e) 510.9±0.25 
(e) 510.1 
Line Flux 
-3 -2 -1 10 Photons em s 
1.8 ± 0.5 
0.8 ± 0.23 
4.18 :!: 1.56 
1.2~ ± 0.22 
2.3~ ± '0.71 
or 
1.~4 ± 0.43 
1.85 ± 0.21 
0.6.5 .::!· 0.27. 
Date 
of 
ObSEJrvation 
1970 Nov. 25 
and 
1971 Nov. 20 
1974 April 2 
1977 Feb. 14 
and l7 
1977 Nov. 11 
1979 Apri 1 15 
1979 Oct. 
1980 March 
Instrument Description 
2 75crn Nai (TQ.} crys.tal 
Nai(i1) Antic6in~idence shield. 
Apex:-t.ure: 24° FWH~i. Energy 
resolution: 15% at 511 k~V 
2 182crn Nal (TQ,) crystal Nai(TQ.). 
Anticoincidence shield. Apert~::re 
15° FWHM .. ~hergy resolution: 
12% at 511 k~V. 
14Gcrn 3 Ge('Li) ,crystai. Nai(T:Q) 
anticoincidence shield. Apet"ture 
50° FWHM. Energy resolution: 
18 keV at 1.33 MeV. 
3 130~rn Ge crys_ta1. Nal(TQ.) 
Antfcoinci~eilce shield. Aperture: 
15° FWHM.-' Energy resolution: 
3.2 keV at.511 kciVG 
1979 flight added LiF/plastic 
neutron shield. 
4 Ge crystals: effective area. 
26 .. 4cin2 '. CsF(Na) antico·incldence 
sh~eld. Aperture: 35° FWH~. 
Energy res'olution: 2. 72 keV at 
511 keV. 
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difference is attributl!fd to either source variability or a varia.tion in 
the systematic errors in the apparatusp which for both e~periments was 
essentially the same. A ~oinbined res tilt from both occasions suggests 
that the best representation of the flux is: 
N{E) = (14.7 ± 3.3)E(-2 • 42 ± 0 ·05 )photons cm- 2s- 1keV-l (2. 8) 
and this is shown in figure 2.13 as a solid line. Figure 2.13 also 
shows the data from a previous flight [Haymes et al. ( 1969)] together 
with that from the 1977 Bell/Sandia ob~ervations to be discussed shortly. 
Both of the Rice flights produced evidence for a spectral feature 
at rv 500 keV superimposed on the continuum. Although least·squares 
Gaussian fits to each data set produced different line centre energy 
values they agree within experimental error and therefore the features 
have been assumed to be due to a single gamma-ray emission line. The 
combined 1970/71 data for the feature yields a 5.3o excess above the 
continuum fit, lying at (476 ± 24) keV. 
In 1974 the Rice University g:roup re~observed the Galactic centre 
[HI;lYIDf:!S et aL ( 1975)] with a new instrument (Section 2. 1) flown from 
Parana as previous·ly and on this occasion several spectral line::> were 
recorded including, to a 3. 5o confidence, one at (53Q ± ll) keV which 
they believe to be the same feature as obser\r.ed in 1970 and 71 in spite 
of a quantitative difference in average energy of "' 4. 40 (which 
practically excludes the possibility of statistical fluctuation). Haymes 
et al. (1975) suggest that the .::lVerage energy of the exc·ess is a function 
of the Galactic longitude coordinates observed which in 1970 were 
. 'o,.,, ... 
II o o . II o . o · - I I ·. o 
Q. · = 354 to 17 , 1n 1971 Q, • · = 351 to 15 and in 1974 Q. = 3~3 to 
80. 
The results for the other spectral lines detected in 1974 are 
displayed in Table 2.4 In the 1.2 to 2.0 MeV ran~e the feature is too 
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Figure 2·'13 Diffe~enfi.al; photon spe~trum frc)in. the, galactic 
ce"ritre. The solid line represents the best fit 
l . •··:- • . 
spectrum of the weighted average of the Rke 
University 1970 and 71 observations. [Haymes (1973~] 
broad to be a single spe·ctr'al line and it is therefore thought to be 
Doppler broade:ned emi~s ion from several nuclides. All of the r_e.ported 
lines are expected,si:nce the detected energies are close to the lines 
radiated by universally abund~mt nuclei. 
The continuum detected on- this occasion is satisfieli py a· power,..law 
fit: 
(2.9) 
over the energy range 0.05 to Q.8 MeV exclud.ing the contribution from 
the energy band coverin~ 0.5 MeV. 
Leventhal et al. (1978) and (1980) report the detection of a 511 keV 
spectral line at the 3.5 o level from the Galactic centre during two 
balloon flights launched from Alice Springs, Australia, using the Bell/ 
Sandia Laboratories' instrument. During the, 1979 April 15 flight a system 
malfunction occurred which has given risE! to an qncertainty in the line 
flux (indicated in T~:~;ble 2. 3), however the result obtained from analysis 
of tqe complete data s,?t ignoring the instrumental malfunction is in 
close ·ag:reemeirt with their previous result from. the 1977 Novemper 11-12 
observation, 
It is believed that the fa'ult did not affect t,l1eir fftudy of c~:ntint,tum 
radiation and a best f:i.t ·power-law for this is given as: 
-4 -2 31 -2 ~1 -1 N (E) = 1. 8 x 10 (E/100) · · photons em s keV (2;10.) 
fqr the 1979 da.1;a as comp~red with: 
' '"'4 ' -2 .. 51 ' ,-2 -1 •' ...,1 N.(E) = 2 .. 65 ·?' 10- (E/100) · .· phQtori.s. em , s· ~E!V ·· (2. l,l) 
f~om the 197'7 ffight, The d~.ta fQr the April' 197 ..9 Hi_ght a:r'e shown i~. 
figure 2.14 together with the be:St fit power-law of equa,tio:n (2.10) and 
those from the 1977 observation ~equation 2, 11) and the 1974 fHce result 
(eg\lation.2, 9), Consi:deration of these three results :has led. Leventhal : ~ .- ' . . - . -. - . . . .. . .. 
Table 2.4 Spectral Lines ·dete<cted from the Gaiactic cen t're 
during observation of 1974 April 2nd. 
Haymes et al. ·(1975). 
Flux _
2 
_
1 (1o-4 phototts c~ s ) 
Instrumental. FWHM 
(MeV) 
Measured.FWHM 
(MeV) 
Possible Origin 
Predicted Energy 
(MeV) 
Detection 
Confidence (0') 
Measured Energy (MeV) 
0.9 ± 0.1 
(3.7 ± 3.1) 
0.080 
0.1 
56 . * Fe 
0.847 
1.2 
1.2 - 2.0 
26 ± 6 
0.130 
24 '* 20 "* Mg, Ne 
1. 37, 1.63 
1. 78 
4.1 
4.6 ± 0.1 
9,5 ± 2.7 
0.206 
12 * c 
4.43 
3.5 
~~~_,..;.,.;..~~f'"T'"'T-T-'--~r---:--,...,-rtn ~­
·--~~------,---------,.4·~ 
fluctuation of the Galactic cen:tre continuum of '" 50 per cent,on a time 
scale of year$. 
Meegan ( l~nB) in re-asseas:tng the Rice University results oof 1971 
and 1974 concludes that the discrepancy conce:rniiJ.g the 1v 500 keV feature 
is resolved, in view of the Bell/Sandia result at 511 keV. 
Further evidence for a galact'ic centre emission at 511 keV has 
come from the HEA0-3 satellite during observations performed in the 
fall of 1979 and spring of 1980. A 3. 5cr decrease in the line f1 ux is 
apparent between t·hese observation~;~ and this is considered to be 
evidence for source variability, since the statistical likelihood of a 
flux change of such degree iS 5.0 x 10-4 for the normal distribution 
fit to the feature. Taking the e~rlier observations, including that 
reported by Albernhe et al. (1981) from the C.E.S.R. work, in the light 
of the HEA0-3 results they may also be suggestiv~ of source flux variation. 
It is difficult to make a legitimate comparison of the results since 
each of the instruments used define different fields of view and the 
precise Galactic coordinates observed in each case are not the saJJie. 
Thus if the emitting region were an extended source then the dete.c ted 
fluxes would not be the same even fro~ a constant emission. The 
suggestion of source variability in the HEA0-3 case is made since the 
data is consistent with a .point so\lrGe or one Qf narrow spatial extent 
'\, 1018cm. However the C;E.S.R. gr<,>up favour a constant intens:i,ty 
. o II o 
source extending 1n galactic longitude between - 30 < !L < + 30 . 
Overall, the 5:11 ~eV line is i11terpreted as being due to electron-
posi ~ron annihill:lt'ion thol.:!gh the source of the posi tr~:ms if? unclear. 
Suggestions include Sl}pern.()Va anc:l n()Va explosions, radio pulsars and 
cosmic-ray interactions, though calcUlations by Ramaty et al. (1979) 
indicate that cosmic-ray positronproduction should account for only a 
few per cent of the observed flux. In a more sp~culati ve vein a 
massive stellar singularity at the lialactic centre may be the source of 
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the "' 10 positron electron pairs s required by the current observations 
[Ramaty and Lingenfelter (1981)]. This sugg(')stion has been put forward 
to explain recent Infra-Red data from the Galactic centre. 
2.3.3.2 The Crab Nebula. Several measurements of low 
energy gamma radiation from the Crab Nebula up to 10 MeV have been 
reported and figure 2.15 represents the collective differential photon 
spectrum for the Crab up to 1 MeV. In the energy range from 1 to 10 MeV 
the results to date are conflicting and the spectral shape in this 
region has yet to be reso1 ved. Walraven et al. ( 1975) have produced 
results which agree with a simple power-law extrapolation from the X-ray 
region, however, Baker et al. (1973) and Gruber and Ling (1977) give 
evidence for a flattening of the spectrum in this region which produces 
a flux excess of a factor of cv 7 to 30 above such extrapolations. 
Only two reports of line radiation from the Crab have been made; 
those of Leventhal et al. (1977) and Ling et al. (1979), for line features 
at cv 400 keV and cv 73 keV respectively. The former observation was 
performed on the lOth May 1916 from a balloon-based platform launched 
from Alamogordo, New Mexico and the instrument used was an Nal (TQ.) 
anticoincidence shielded, 92 em! Ge(Li) spectrometer,of aperture 12° 
FWHM and energy reso1ut}.;on 3. 4 KeV at 1. 33 MeV. In the detec-ted line 
-3 -2 -1 
at (400 ± 1) keV a flux of (2.24 ± 0.61)) x 10 ··photons em s was 
recorded corresponding to a 3.50 excess. Leventhal et al. (1977) interpret 
the line as gravitationally red-shifted 0. 511 MeV positron annihilation 
radiatio]J .from the E)Urface of a neutron star. 
This line was not seen however by Ling et al. (1977) in obser.ifing 
the Crab during ·their balloon flight of lOth June 1974. Launched from 
Palestine, Texas the instrument used in this case was aQ aGtively 
shielded, 4 headed Ge(Li) spectrometer from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
E 
u 
-·-, --
+. Leventhatet_cill1977) 
\. Ling et a't:(1974) 
CRAB NEBULA 
<> Toor and Seward (1974) 
I · Carpenter et o.L (1976) 
+ Gruber and Ling (1977) 
*Dolan et al. (1977} 
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Figure 2·1 5 Differenti~l p~oton spectrum from the Crab Nebula 
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Pasadena, California (shown in figure 2. 4) and briefly described and 
referenced in Section 2.1. At th~ flux level state~ above the 400 keV 
line should have produced an increase of 3.9o statistical significance 
in this instrument's data, however no increase was seen. Ling et al. 
(1977) are careful not to rule out the possibility that the reported 
feature could vary with time~as the two observations were separated by 
2 years. 
Although the 400 keV line was n.ot seen during the JPL flight a 
feature at (73. 3 ± l. 0) keV was detected at 3. So confidence, corre~ponding 
-3 -2 -1 [ J to a flux of (3.8 ± 0.9) x 10 photons em s Ling et al. (1979) . 
Possible origins for a line at this energy are (i) the two lead (Pb) 
K a X-ray emissions (74.9694 and 72.8042 keV) or,(ii) Cyclotron emission 
in the Crab pulsar's magnetic field. 
2.3.3.3 Hercules X-1. Her X-1 is a highly variable. binary 
X-ray source exhibiting per.iodici ties of (a) l. 24 second pulsations, 
(b) 1.70 days, due to binary eclipse and (c) 34.9 days, of currently 
unknown origin. Many observati(:ms of its spectrum in the keV re.giop. 
have been made and a summary of the results prior to 1976 is given by 
Manchanda (1977). Below~ 20 keV the spectrum appears to fit a power-law 
of index~ 1.5, however, at energies above 25 keV it steepens and its 
shape seems to vary sigt;lificantly from one 3!5 day cycle to another. 
Becker et al. (1977) confirm the break in the s.pectrum and their data 
for the 25 to 60 keV region, from the cosmic x,.,ray spectrometer on board 
th.e oso,..s sa,te.Ilite, fits a power-1,::1w of spectral index 'u 5.3. Trumper 
et al. (1978) re.port very g()od agr(;fe.ment wit}l the .Q$0-a. gat11 concerrlin,g 
the slope of the !ipectr1,1m between 20 and 45 keV. However Manchanda 's 
mean value of~ 2.7 derived from the pre-1976 observations is at variance 
with these later results. 
l)4ring the balloon fligl}t reported by Trumper· ~! al. (1~78·), Which 
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was performed on 1976 May 3rd and launched from Palestine, Texas, 
spectral lines were observed in the 1.24s pulsed spectrum at energies 
(58± 5) keV and 110 keV. At the time of observation Her X-1 was at 
binary phase 0. 72 to 0.82 and 5 days into cycle 45 [Davison and Fabian 
(1977)] of the 35 day period. Figure 2.16 shows the Her X-1 pulsed 
spectrum derived from the flight and the reported lines,which are clearly 
visible, correspond to + 3.0 -3 -2 -1 fluxes of ( 2. 9 1. o> x 10 photons em s 
-3 ~2 -1 for the &8 keV line and (1.1 ± 0.1) x 10 photons em s for that at 
110 keV and the statistical significance of the lines are 4.5o and 
3.30 above the continuum respectively. 
Quantised electron cyclotron emission in the intense magnetic field 
of a rotating neutron star is the suggested origin for the lines since 
the observed energies are those predicted from this model [Gnedin and 
l 12 Sunyaev ( 1974) _. for a magnetic field strength of 5. 3 x 10 Gauss. 
Trumper (1978) reports a further observation of Her X-1 performed 
during September/October 1977 using a much larger detector than that of 
their 1976 flight. In this case the recorded fl.uxes from -the continuu!ll 
and the "' 58 keV line showed a decrease of a factor ( 2 over those 
obtained previously and the 110 keV was not detected. A flux of 
-3 -2 -1 (1.1 ± 0.1) x 10 photons em s was obtained for the detected line 
-3 -2 -.1 
which appeared at 55.4 keV, and a 3o upper limit of< 10 photons em s 
for the 110 keV is estimated. 
In Febrl,lary 1977 the X-ray detector on board the Ariel V satellite 
ob_~:;e:rved Her X-1 ·ancl Coe et al. (1977) report a time averaged SPectral 
feature at (64 ± 6) .keV,yielding a flux of (1.7 -2 ± 0.7) x 10·· photons 
-2 .·-1 
em s Though the flux is somewhat higher than that of Truniper et 
al. the recorded energy is cmwistent, however, no confirmation of the 
pulsed nature of the emission could be presented. 
Dennis et al. (197S) di::;cuss the detection of pulsed emission at 
105 
+ Yrumper ,~'Ul_t l1911J 
May 3 .1976 
106 '-----&..-,-...;....;&_,....._.,,.!.._..._..,._..L.. _ ___.___.~~-..,:----.JL--.,J 
1 10 1QO 1000 
Photon· energy in keV 
Figure c2'·16 ·Pulsecf spe~trum deriNed ·from the May 3,1976 
flight; (Triimper et at, 1977) 
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"- 60 keV and "- 135 keV in 080-8 data for which 3o upper limits of 
-3 -3 -2 -1 . 
< 2 x 10 and < 1 x 10 photons em s respect1ve1y we.re obtained. 
2.3.3.4 Other J)j_screte Sources. Radiogalaxy Centaurus~A 
and the optical galaxy N.G.C. 5128 which it surrounds are known 1;.0 be thE:l 
source of intense emission in all regions of the electromagnetic spectrum 
from radio to hard X-rays [Kellermann (1974)], and the consequent inference 
of the presepce of energetic electrons in turn suggests that excited 
nuclei are also contained therein which should give rise to gamma-ray 
line radiation. 
These two objects have been observed in the e11ergy ra11ge 0.033 
to 12.25 MeV by the Rice University group using the spectrometer 
described in Section 2.1 and evidence was found for both continuum 
and line emission in this range. The continuum, represented by: 
N (E.) = (0.86 - (1 ' 90 + 0 0 4' -2 -1 . - 1 ± U,l7)~ · ·phqtons em s kev l~ •. l2) 
is shown in figure 2.17 and the line emissions at 1.6 MeV and 4.5 MeV, 
which constitute the first spectral line detection from an extra-
galactic source, are depicted more clearly in figure 2. 18. Flux -level_s 
-3 10-4 recorded for these lines are (3.4 ± 1.0) x 10 and (9.9 ± 3.0) x 
-2 -1 photons em s , corresponding to a 3.3o statistical significance in 
both cases. 
Two m()dels are consistent with the rather brc;>ad fe~i,ture at 1.6 1'4!:!V: 
20 * (a) Doppler broadening of Ne de-excitation radiation and (-b) Blending 
of several narrow lines from cosmic ray and excited in terstE:lllar nuclei. 
Model (b). has been suggested for a similar feature in the Galactic 
ce:n"(;re spectrum at 1 to 2 MeV, (section 2.:J.3.1). Carbon"':l2 emits de-
excitation radiation at 4.43 MeV and this is thought to be the likely 
explanation of the observed Cen-AjN.G.C. 5128 4.5 MeV feature. 
Gall!T!){t-ray emission in the 1 to 20 MeV region ha:s also· b·e_en repprted 
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from the Seyfert galaxy N.G.C. 4151 by G:raml et al. (1978), however the 
energy resolution of the Compton telescope used in this case was 
insufficient to resolve ppssible line emission. The observed flux hao 
a significance of 70 above background and fitted a power·law I?elieved 
to be in good a~reement with extrapolations from X-ray energies up to 
~ 3 MeV. Meegan and Haymes (1979) have obtained upper limits for N.G.C. 
4151 which are not inconsistent with those of Graml et al .. however 
White et al. (1980) have derived 20 upper limits to the flux from data 
collected during their balloon-based observation of N.G.C. 4151 of 
1978 September 29th and these are factors of 5 to 10 below those of 
Graml et al. 
In the lower energy reg:i,on 100 to 200 keV Meegan and Hayq~es find 
that their da·ta is in disagreement with observations by Di Cocco et al. 
(1977) and Auriemma et al. (1978) and since Di Cocco's work took place 
in 1977 May, less than five months before that of Meegan and Haymes' the 
latter interpret this as an indication of variability of the hard X-ray 
flux. 
CHAPTER 3 
'fJ:IE: QlJRH,l\JYl Nt;C:J:,EARc, GAMJ\1A--R,i\X S'eEqTRO~lli,'.{'ER 
3. 1 INTR()PU.CTJQN M{D SJ?ECTR,O~n;;-;r,~It . pEL I ~BAT ION 
The Durham Nuclear Gamll)a-Ray Spectrometer h(ls been designed and 
built with the specific intentic;:m of observing and providing da"Q'a on 
gamma-ray line emission from d:i.screte celestial sources a,nd bEI,ckground. 
As discussed in previous chapters candidate sources have been detected 
with greater or lesser degrees of certainty and even ambiguity by 
several independent workers and poss.ible mechanisms for the emissions 
have been postulated, e.g. nuclear de-excitation, cyclotron radiation, 
positron annihilation etc. It is clear that any instrument which is to 
substantiate successfully the existence of such sources, possibly add 
to their number, and which could also give sufficient information to 
permit classification of the source emission mechanism, would require 
the following features: 
(i) As small an angular :field of view as is. practicable. 
(ii) High pointing accuracy. 
(iii) Good sensitivity. 
(iv) Efficient background s~ppression. 
(v) High energy resoi,ut.ion. 
(vi) Low local production of ga~a racii~tion. 
Furthermore, if the device were to be deployed at a high terrestrial 
al ti t.ude by means of a balloon flight then owing to the extreme forces, 
tE:)mpera,ttires and.~J>;re~:J::J;ures experienced by such a system during launch, 
float and land,ing, a sturdy and resilient structure is necessitated in 
both mechanical and electronic aspects o£ its construction. 
Th~ Durh~;tm spectrometer, shown in cross section in Figure 3.1 was 
desigll~d and b~ilt incorporating as many of the features ne¢ded to 
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satisfy these criteria as was possible. The spectrome~er is a cylindrically 
symmetric system comprising one intrinsic germanium (Ge) det~a¢tor, for 
high energy resolution, and several scintillation detectors (AO to 
A3), physically arranged to utilise the latter as (a) an anticoincidence 
shield, against background radiation, and (b) a colliiTJs,tor for the main 
Ge device, giving a 6° (FWHlVJ) angular field of view. Immedhttely 
surrounding the Ge crystal is an array of four scintillation detectors 
(Pl to P4) design,ed to detect gamma phptons which Compton scatter from 
the Ge device thus providing inforlluition concerning polarisation of 
the source radiation. 
Housed adjacent to the Al and A2 crystals (figure 3.2) are two 
Nuclear Instrumentation Module (NIM) crates containing the analogue 
and digital electronics. A 16383 channel pulse-height analyser (PHA) is 
used to analyse the pulses, from they-ray detector, which arise from 
radiation energy depositions in the range 0.05 M~V to 10 MeV. For any 
acceptable event in Ge or the shield two coincident pulses are 
analysed, e. g. the Ge pul,se anc::1 any coincidelJ.t Pl.llse :frOIJl th_e shield, 
and 'flag' indicati<;>n of precisely which shield element proquced the 
coincident pulse is also given. Associated 'hou:;Jekeeping' infprmation, 
i.e. detector count rates, systelJl temperatures, pres;;ure and voltages, 
are also handled by the electronics contained within these .modules. 
The spectrometer is contained within an airtight, insulat~d, 
aluminium press.ure vessel and the whole unit is supported in an 
aluminium 'g()ndol::l'. Directional <;>rientation, to an .accuracy of± ! 0 
is ::lchteved via an alt-azimuth steEfring system which can .be comlJ!anded 
to pQint the spectrometer ::1t apy azimuthal angle and zenith angles in the 
0 0 
ran!?:e 0 t.o 50 . Information concerning the attituge of. t~e system is 
derived from a number of pendulums, magnetometer elelJients· and a sun 
se~~or which are mourited at various locations as s)J.own in figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3;;2 The ,Durtlorn Gam"ri1~~ Ray Specf'rorneter integrQ.ted 
with Gondola and Telemetry po.ck. 
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A further electronics module (of Cinch plug-in cards) contains the 
steering system and the interface for a pulse coded modulation (PCI\1) 
telemetry system which relays all of the data to ground during balloon 
flight and also allows the payload to be commanded from ground. 
Received data is recorded in real time on magnetic t'pes for stib-
sequent computer aided analysis. As has been mentioned two pulse-
heights are recorded for coincident events, this is done to facLJitate 
tile vetoing of the Ge spectra during the computer analysis. 
The telemetry system is provided by the National Centre for 
Atmospheric Research, National Scientific Balloon Facility, at Palestine, 
Texas, U.S.A. 
3 . 2 OE SIGN PHlLO_SOPiiY 
It is the application of a Ge crystal as the main detector Wll.ich 
is chiefly responsible for the system's excellent spectrometric 
property; german:i,um having a typical energy resolution well below 
1%. Although both intrinsically pure germanium and the apparently 
more commonly u~~d li1;11ium drift g~rm~nium [G,e(l..i)] cry::;:tals mu!:!t be 
operated at cryostatic temperatures the former type was preferred for 
the current apparatus since, unlike Ge(Li), it does not suffer irreparable 
damage if allowed to warm up to room temperatures when not in use. 
Present technology does not p~rmit the :t;abrication of lai:ge vQl\lnfe Ge 
3 
crystals and at 86 em the crystal used i13 clo13e t.o i,lll.e maximum size 
ayailable. 
' - •' 
substance f()r the anticoinciden~e .. shields as this ino:r;gfLQ_;I:c sci.ntillation 
phosphor give::; the optimum combination of properties relevant to the 
present purpose. Large volume crystals were req\}:i,red and,therefore 
it was important that the material used should sllow little or no self-
absorption of its scintillation p~·otons. N~I (TQ.) exhi·bits the highest 
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light output of currently available phosphors and figure 3.3 shows that 
this is the c~se over a wi4~ range of tempetatures; this could be 
important in high altitude balloon environments. Owing to tl1e 
hygroscopic nature of sodium iodide, hermetically sealed aluminiuJJ:} 
containers are required to prevent contact of the materia:l.with 
atmospheric water which would otherwise cause the crystals to cloud and 
hence reduce the optical transmiss'ton property. 
Nai(T!I.) is used for units A2, A3 and Pl to P4 and it was originally 
intended that the same Should be used for Al, unfortunately thiS was 
not possible from a financial aspect and consequently the Al shield/ 
collima1;or was constructed, as a multi·lf,lyered sandwich arran~rement, 
from NE102a plastic scintillator and lead, which were ready to hand in 
Durham. The configuration is useful because: (a) lead is an excellent 
absorber; being of high atomic number (Z) and since the photoelectric 
. . n 
absorption and pair production processes are proport1onal to Z 
2 (n = 4 to 5) and Z respectively, and (b) although the gamma-ray 
detection efficiency of plastic scintillator is low it is highly 
efficient at charged particle detection~these ch~rged particles are 
produced by the absov.ption and scattering processes in the lead. Al 
is tapered frQm bot:tom tp top; grima;rily to facil,ita.te a trade-off 
~: ' 
. ' 
between m.aximum gamma, photon sJi:lE:Hd traverf!~l and 'm'rnimhm ·weight 
considerations, J:>ut it also effectively reduces the quantity of material 
abov.e the detector and ther~fore local production of gamma radiation 
is ~ept to a.mi:Qimum. 
The sam~ type of plastic scintillator Is .us'ed f.or the AO detector 
as its funct;i;on, in covering the system's 'viewing' aperture, is. to 
perJilit tra.nsniission of the gamma,-rays along the ~per:t}Jre to the Ge 
wh:i,l:st indicating the charged particles which reach the detector by the 
sallle route. 
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Shield ele~ents Pl to P4, which together with the Ge det~ctor 
function as a polarimeter, have be~n included in the spectrometer design 
since there is reason to suggest that at least some of the cosmic y-
radiation is polarised. The device is designed to make use nf the non 
isotropic, azimuthal distribution of Compton scattered, polaris,ed 
source photons which interact within the Ge crystal. For any Compton 
event in Ge. which sea tters a photon into one of the four quadrants of 
the polarinie.ter where it subsequently interacts, a. record is kept of 
(a) the energy deposition in both Ge and the P element and (b) preciE;ely 
which P quadrant the secondary photon entered. If polarisation of the 
source radiation is present then two diammetrically opposite ·p quadrants 
will record a higher count rate than their complementary pair. The 
degree of polarisation in the source radiation, at a particular energy, 
determines the asymmetry of the count rate between the two pairs and 
precisely which pair experiences the higher rate is defined by th~ 
orientation of the source radiation's electric vector with respect to the 
polarim~ter; see section 4.2.2. 
During the ballo~>n flight electrical power for, the apparat\;IS is 
supplied from lithium organic batteries which are of relatively high 
but limited capacity and therefore the electronics al'e designed for low 
power consumption utilising low power milita.ry specification CMOS and 
TTL integrated circuits. Discrete components are used in the analogue 
circuits and thE;! designs fulfill the requirements: (i) low power con,.. 
sumption (ii) high baJl:ciWidth (iii) fast rise time (iv) high linearity 
<~,"' ;' 
ap.d (v) high stabi;Lity. 
Nine ind~peridefit vol~age raHs are requi·red for the electr~i11es 
and these are obtained by seri~s and par,allel combinations of batteries, 
earthed at the appropriate point and regulated via monolithic voltage 
regufator.s. "I:I:le detector and dat::j. handling system ·power consttmp~tion is 
~u ~b .Watts. 
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A pul,se-height voltage range of 0 to 10 Volts is chosen to correspond 
. . 
to crystal energy depositions 0 to 10 MeV and the pulse-heJght analyser 
has 16383 channels over th~s ra11.ge, yielding an energy resolution of ·'. 
0.61 keV per ch~l1.nel which complements the resolution of the Ge cryst111. 
In designing the platform 'or 'gqndola' minimum weight, :r:J;gidi ty 
and the non use of magnetic ma:terials were the main criteria, Minimum 
payload weight Iilf!x;imises the float altitude during flight., rigidity 
increases the accuracy to which the spectrometer may be steered and the 
applicatiqn of a magnetometer in the directional orientation system 
preclud_es the use of magnetic materials. Thus, aluminium alloy (HE 30TF) 
is employed thro~ghout, it having the required characteristics and being 
easily available. 
An airtight pressure vessel was chosen to enclose the i11strument 
as the maintenance of a ground level atmospheric pressure working 
environment should prevent the occurrence of Corona disc.naq~e in the 
EUT suppl,ies. A 10 em thic,k jac~et of polystyr(;!J}e foam, with an outer 
coating of al~m~inium foil, was built aro.und tl~e pressure ves.s.~l to provide 
thermal insulation and a white paint coating was added to counteract 
the possibility of solar heating. 
The spectrometer's centre of gravity was lp,cfl,teq on the 'hoi\~·zontal 
axis of rotation tbus minimising the couple required to ~lter the zenith· 
angle of the ~nstrument. 
An intrinsic, high purity, germanium (Ge~ crys•tal toge.ther w_i'th its 
necessary cry'o~ta;t''aru:i dew~r assJiJiibly' figure 3. 4.,~as manufactured by 
P .G. T. Inte'rl}a'tiori'~l accor-~ing to sPecification. '!'he dewar may contain 
a maximum of 20 li tres of the req~ired liquid nitrogen coolant' thus 
p~rm:j,1;t;:iiig the Ge cry:st·al to be l;leld at workiQg tempe,rature ( < 1351\), 
by m~ean~ ~f a, 'qold fi~ger' , for :a per.i.od o.f 10 qays. Also~ attached to 
thE;! c.oicf f'i11.g~r is ~ si~_a;l. preamJ>H'f't~~·~ wttich, fs Iii~· pl.ac:~~. in o~d~r to 
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Figure 3-:4 T,he layout of t,he G.e crystal, Preamp and Liquid Nitro_ge.n Dew.ar 
reduce its equivalent noise ch?xge. Power is delivered to tile preamplifier 
from a TENNELEC spectroscopy amplifier. 
The Ge crystal assembly itself is shown in cross section in frgure 
3.5. Within an aluminium vacu1.1hl cryostat :i.s a right circular, cylindrical, 
closed ~nd, co-axial, Ge 3 crystal of 86 em volume, housed in an aluminium 
can, which is thermally coupled to the copper cold finger and a central 
electrode is electrically de coupled through the can to the FET :iJiput 
stage of the preamplifier. 
Optimum detector performance was determined at an ~p~ra-ting bias 
voltage of 3.8 kV i.e. (i) a detection efficiency of 23% relative to a 
(7.62 x 7.62)cm right circular cylindrical Nai(T£) detector irradiated 
by an axial, point source at ~5 em distance from its top surface, and 
(ii) an energy resolution at 1.33 MeV of 2.26 keV (FWHM). 
3. 4 THE ANTICOI,NCIDENCE SHIELD ARRAY 
AO is a circular disc of NE102a plastic scintillator measuring 
7.5 em in dialllete:r and 0.3 (!ID .in dept}1, mounted apove the collimator 
Al, figure 3.1, covering tlje spectrometer aperture in order to 
comp:lete 41T steradian charged particle rejection. A polishe'd and 
appropriately mach~ned' perspex, Ugllt-pipe Optical+y connects the edg~ 
of the scintillator disc to one EMI 9757B, 5 em (2 inch) diamete-r 
photomultiplier tube. 
Shield and collinilltor Al is a 15 em th;ick lead/$,ci:ntilla:.for sandwl:ch 
comprising six discs of NE102a scintillator alternately spaced with an 
equal number of l.ead discs, begiim:ing at tlJ.e top with a lead layer; 
both lead and scin,tillator having a thickn~ss of 1. 25 em and a central, 
hole of rad1~s 2.8 em. As a whole the collimator is tapered in regular 
steps from a radiu~ of 11.4 em for the l:>Ottom layer to r,adius 7. 4 em 
for the top layer. Three sets of six polished, perspex, light-pipes 
are pqs;itio0ed at 120° interva,ls around, Al, f,igtire 3.-6, each $et 
~------- 75 _______ __. 
44 - -4.1-- Nylon Sc raw 
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Figure 3·5 The germanium crystal assembly . 
~ __ ___ ., 
NE 102a scintillator 
Figure 3·6 An orbjtrary scintillator layer from the A1 
shield I collimator showing the perspex light 
• pipes at 120 intervals which carry the 
scintillations to the photomultiplier tubes. 
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appropriately sh_~ped and bent to match: (i) the edg7s of the scintillator 
discs at one epd and (ii) a portion of the window of one of three EMI 
97588, 7. 6 .ern ( 3 inch) diameter, photomultiplier t1,1bes, fJgtjre 3 .1. 
In all cases where scintillation light-pipes are employed' optical 
ceme~t, tcype NE581, is used for joining the scintillation a·nd 
photomultiplier tube windows. 
Detector assembly AO was entirely wrapped wi'th aluminium foil, 
covered with black adhesive tape and given several coats of black paint 
to en~:~ure 1;J,le e~clu_:;;ion of exte:r"Iif!.l optical photons. In the case of Al 
each layer of scintillator tog~tner w:ith its light pipes was individually 
wrapped in aluminium foil and black adhesive tape and the assembly as a 
whole w~s immersed several times in a bath of paint. 
Nai(T£) shields A2, A3 and the four Nai(T9,) polarini~ter quadrants 
(Pl-+ P4) were manufactured by HARSHAW CHEMIE BV. Polarimeter segments 
Pl to P4 and the A2 crystal which are all optic;:ally isolated from each 
other'are hermetically sealed within one aluminium housing, figure 3.7, 
and l\3 forms a separate unit, h~rmetical~y se~led within its own aluwinium 
conta:iner. The A2jPola:riJI!eter unit which surrounds the Ge detector is 
a right, circular, cyiindrical, annulus of diameter and q¢pth 3Q CD) and 
the axial, central aperture hole of 2 .. 5 qm r.adius is. bored to a cii:lpth 
of 24.5 em whereupon it w:ictens for the r¢maini:ng crystJ'll q~p:th to a 
radius of 4.8 em allowing the insertion of theGe det'ecto),', U·gure 3';!7. 
Unit A3 is a right, circular, cylinder of 30, em diaijleter and 12.5 em 
depth, containing a shallow concavity in its top face a~:ain to accommogate 
the housing of the Ge detector, figure 3;8. 
Windows of 6. 7 em diameter, for transmissiQn. of -scintill.ation 
photons to photomultiplier tubes, are in.corporated in t}le aluminium 
casings of each of the A2/Polarimeter artd A3 units. A2 has ·:four w~;ndo:Ws, 
arranged <>n the top face of the crystal, as s,})qWn :in fJgure 3. 7 and A3 has 
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Figure 3·7 The A2 annular crystal assembly. 
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Figure 3·8 The A3 crystal ass~mbly. 
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three windows, figure 3.8, in its bottQm face. Ea~h polarimeter qua(irant 
has two windows of diameter 2.5 em placed in the bottqm face of the 
annul•us. Crystals A2 ~nd A3 are viewed by four t:tnd thr~e EMI 975~B 7. 6 em 
(3 inch) di~meter photomultiplier tubes :respectively, which a.re d•ir~c·tlY 
bonded opto the windows and each polarimeter cry~ta.~ is viewe.d by 
one EMI 975,7B 5. em (2 inch) photomultiplier via a two prongetl, shaped and 
polished, perspex light-pipe. The pipe is wrapped in aluminium foil 
and black adhes:i,ve tape and several coats of black paint cover the pipe 
and photomultip1~1er assembly. 
-.. ·. .-,' 
In the grocess of figuring the light-pipes for Ao, Aland Pl to P4 
the follo_wing r,uJ:es were applied as far as possible: 
(i) The pipe material should produce little attenuat:i,on of short 
wavele11gth optical photons. 
(ii) High;Ly reflective surfaces are required to minimise light 
(:i,ii) The f!!cintiUat6r and ligllt-pipe should be of equa1 thickness 
at tp~. 9Ptieal coupling. 
. .:···-'t.{· .. · . 
eight times the pipe thi~kness. 
(v) The total area of the en(i of a pipe should eqt:~al the area of 
the viewing photoinul tiplie·r tube window. 
All photo multip:l;i.er tubes ha;:Ve: (a) screen:ing fro111 D1,f!:gnet·~c fi~e)ds· 
by mu-metal shields in order to minimise gain variation and (b) a base 
mounted directly· ORto the tqqe. Dow Corning Sila:stic 9161, silicoti;e 
rubber compoupd is used to enc'a:psulate the ba;se assembly of each tube 
to prevent high voltage discharge at low pressure. Figure 3, 9 sl}ows 
a tube assembly. 
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Figure 3•9 A typical photomultiplier tube and 
bQse assembly. 
so 
and a11xili:;j.ry sensor system~' ~):ectrol,lics ics given in 'figur~ 3>IO. 
The he~rt of the data handling system is the 1\tla logue to D,_;i)~;t't;al 
Converter (ADC) poard of t·he Coin:ci!lence;An<: unit. Sl}(>wn in fi.~ogpe ~: 11 
this unit forms a 16383 channel PHA by m«;Jans of a 14 bit AI.)C, ty.pe l\lPS014 
from Analogic Ltd. Analog·1Je pulf?es !from the photomultipliers of each 
of the d~tectors and from Ge, which in all ca$es except for Ge and AO 
are first averaged by mixer circuits (L), a·re input to the ADC board 
which then records, in a digi t~l form, two of thes.e pulses a~;~ specified 
by address inf():rlllation received .from the coincidence board of the 
Coincidence/Abc unit, figure 3.12. f'his address in formation is fo.rmed, 
on a priority basis, by the logic contained on the coincidence board 
as a result of the combinations of signals at its inputs which are from 
the eight elements of the detector system. The c'ombinations for the 
various coincidences with the pulses analysed correspondingly, a·re 
given in table 3.1 and the ptqse analysis priority arrat~g,xinen~ is:-
{1) Qe (2) P: ((i) Pl {ii) P2 (iii) P3 (iv) P4] (3) A: {(i) A2 (ii) A3, 
(iii) Al]. In order to prevent the A and P signals dominating the trigger 
pulses from the board the logic only allows every, 32no A or P event to 
trigger; this is done by the use of 5 b:l.t bina:ty scal.ers -in the. cl:estgn_. 
After the ana-lysis '~;he 14 bit ADC ou'tfp.:uts from each <Of tpe tw,o p\flses 
are held in flip fl;qps until the next analysis is triggered from the 
coinc;it:l~I),ce· po~r_st:~ Tile stor~d informa.,.tion is then telemetred to grqund 
togethEH." W.f't;h 'f;tag' infc;u::ptl;\t,~()n from the coincidenc;e board,_ alfW recorded 
,,. 
in flip fJ.ip.ps, wh:i.c.b. Sighifie~;~ which coincidences among Ge, P and A 
took-place. 
Tb,e signals· input to tii,'e coin·cidence board of the C,9in4i'dertce/AD€ 
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Ag~a::J.Jlgue 
'Coincidence' In ter.preta'Ci.on P.ui~es Flags 
An!l"Iy~ed 
G,P.A BackgrO\l)ld G p P· 1-4 
G.P.A Polarisation G p p 1-,4 
G.P .. A . Backgro:und G A 
G.P.A Source G L:(P + A) 
G.P.A Background A p p l-4 
G.P.A Background p p 1-4 
G.P.A Background A L: (P + A) 
-- -G.P,A No event 
G = G~:rntJ!P.i um stgriii 
P = Pol,l'lrimeter S~•gnal = P·l, ;·?·~ P3, ~4 ) 
). 
A = Anticoincidence Shield Signal = A?, A3, Al ) 
A1-3 
A 1 .. 3 
A 
···1-3 
A 1.-3 
Inpt;iPr-it$' 
order 
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illustrated in figure 3.13, th!lt g;f t:he Coinc"id,ence;Monitoring, ,tlll'it. 
This coincidence board takes as its input the ori'ginal pul$e f-r6rri each 
photomultiplier tube but which has first been pro~?ssed i;>y an ?JiiJHifier 
and discri'mi:riator ( 0enotecl. as X-20 and DIBC in figu.re 3. 10) and the 
board. p'rod,t.ices an ou~put for each .detector Al, A2 and A3 ·'if 2 or 'lnol'e 
si~als are input from that de:fe:ct()r. In the case ·of the Polarinf'~ters 
an output is prqCiuced for each input quadrant sig~al. The following 
Al = 1Al.2Al + 1Al.3Al + 2Al.3Al 
A2 = 1A2. 2A2 + 1A2. 3.A2 + 1A2. 4A2 + 21)2. 3!\2 + 2A2. 4A2 + 31\2. 4A2 
A3 == 1A3.2A3 + 1A3.3A3 + 2A3.3A3 
P = P~ + P2 + P3 + P4 
where symbols '+ and.' carry their Boolean algebraic interpretation and 
the pref:i.:x:es on Al, A2 and A3 denote a particular photomultiplier tube 
from that detector. Thus the outpt1ts from the coincidence board of the 
Coincidencejl\1oni torittg unit represent 'true' events from the particular 
detector. 
The pu1:1pps'e of the discrim:i:b.a;tors is to set a< mlniifillm threi;lhoid .of 
50 keV <= 50·mV.) for acceptable detector energy deposition and tl;l.e 
amplifiers (X-20) ensure that the P\llse correspol?,ci;ing to; thii.:~ eiJ,~:rgy .;!:13 
of a reasonable vo1ta:ge, i.e. 1 Volt, for the discrimipator ope.~~tion. 
Output pul:ses f·rom t.he discriminators are s:t;;.and~·rd TTL logic le·~:(:}Y~. 
Anal;OgJle and di.gital delays are incorporated in the mixers and 
·, 
q'isd:'imiti~tors reSPijlctively t() ensure correct ti111:i.ng of pulse arrival 
at the AIJ(!. unit. ·Co.nversion time for the ADC anaJysis is 6, 4 \JS for: each 
puli:Je. · 
A Scaler monitor board for-ms the complem()ntary p-at.t tO' the 
Figure 3-13 The coincidence board of the coincidence I monitoring unit. 
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r~tes of all sixteen indi vidU,!il ph,Ol~Q.mul tip lier tuBe r~;~.tEJ's and the 
coincidence rates between the ir!diN'iaual tubes of 8liJ.ch shield detector. 
Thirty-on.e r-ll't;E;lS are monitored in all, o.ver a repeated 8 second period, 
each for a duration of 250 ms. The sc,aler digi.tal outputs are held in 
flip flops together with 5 address bits for subsequent telemetry 
tQ ground·. 
As a back up to the main ADG. a secondary one of 10 bit resolution is 
incorporated which is ctedic~ted solely to the Ge detect.or output. 
Systems' voltages, temperlil,tures and the press.ure inside the airtight 
container .are also con·stantly monitorl=!d by a separate systems' 
monitoring unit. Four thermistors are used as temperature sensors and 
these are pTaced at various locations within the airtight container. 
Pressure- is measured by a commercial transducer (Bell and Howell type 
4.,..393-LlOl) and the 9 power rail voltages are measured by means of 
potential dividers. Tbese -.pa-rameters are measured in the form of 
anaipgue volt~ges (0 to 5 Volts) and are telemetred to ground via 
separate anfilo~ue channels in the telemetry system. 
~. 7 TIJE SYSTEI\i QIHEN'f::A.TlON .. SENSO:RS 
InformaUon concerning orientation of the sP.ectroJ!I~ter 'i:p. Ze_J;lith 
Angle and A~imuth is oht~dtied from a system o:l; pEHidultirn$ and flU:~g,a:t:tE! ; 
' . ,- .... _, 
magnetometerelem·tmts respectively. In addit-ion ·a sular sensJ.Ji·~\qeY;ice 
is :LI1corpor~t.ed to provide b;;tck up azimuthal in formation to that ;fro~· 
E;ish JllaiP.e,:iometer element produces an output in the range 0 to +5 
Volts for f;i.(:ll'd·:~tre.J1gths of -0,5 ga\lSS to + 0.5 g~l}S,S and for use whh 
t;h~ a2;imuth d:fivc:J system each output is converted to a 10 bit di~i:tal 
word. Tl;le Sigti~ls f-rom the horizontal elements Hx and Hy are proporti.onal 
to, the com{h>nent of the earth's magnetic field in the direc~i()n of the 
e,lement~:h i . ~ , 
I~ 
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Vx = k sin 8 cos <1> <-a_.l> 
Vy = k sin 8 sin <1> (3.2) 
between tlie vertical and the field dir.ection. 
The solar sep,sor, shown iJ1 fi~ure 3.15, emp15)y_s two so'J.,ar cells, 
one on fil.a¢J1 -~ide of a metallic .vaP.e, w.hich produce outputs .propo•rti~onal 
to the arnot,int oflig!Jt fall;:it}g on the!ll· ThUS OIHy when flle C.~Jl.S;:J.pe 
direct-ly face on to the sun are their outputs equarl and hen(!e by means 
of a servo-p;Ositioning motor the c;:ells are lJlaintahl.ed in that. position. 
A linear poten{iometer on the ax:i,s of the instrument produces an output 
voltage repres~n1;ing the angle between the zenithal swing planf;:) of the 
spectrometer' ahd the direction of the sun and therefore from a knowledge 
of the Sl,ln's azimuth at the time of observation the spectrometer 
~:?<imuth can be quick:!.~· calc!!lated. 
linear Jtc;>t'eJ;ttio!l\_~ters, each of which is attache~ l:>Y a !:2_pl}lJ~¥ 
arrangetl,lep.t, ·to the fu~lcrum of an:-u ~nch l()fig,. solid P,e,n~~ululll'wh~ch 
continues to hang vertically as the go_ildola cl)ang~s its ohentt:{tipn. 
Two of the pendulums are mounted, one on th:~ sp¢~trometE1r iM>~lf and the 
. . . _;;,c.·.. -· ::t ·. :- •. ·· -. 
other on the gondola, so that their swi11g pla'p:fi!S coriesjff?nd t.o :1$9~ 
zenithal rotation plane of the spectrollleter. 'l!he thfrd p~n~u}.\,illl. ;i.s 
lllOUnted on the gondola with its swing p.lane at right a~-g)~-ef:! .. tq_ that c{f' 
) 
the ot·h~r two. Three pendul-ums are required since the ;gond()la is e*iJ~ected 
. t9 JJJl"'tl~r:~9 a y~ry:~n·g ·ti:U d;ui,"in~ fligl;lt all~ thete;fp_l:'e np::~djJiilfi:!;_~~pd_u_lu!ll 
cottlci <i:'epr,ocil.i,ce 1;he tru~ Zenith AngJ.e . 
~ . . - . ' '0 - .· > • 
Th.~ true Zenith All.gle is :giyen by:_ 
2 2 A 
sin · ( 8 T - 8 ' ) + tan eu 2 
{ - ~ } 
(1 + tan -e ") Z.A. = Arc sin 
Apparent size of 
the sun 
SIDE VIEW 
~ - -· 
D.C. motor 
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+------ Linear potentiometer 
o" 1" 
PLAN VIEW 
I 
I 
Scale 
Figure 3·15 ThQ Solar Sensor 
where eT is the angle between tl\e s,pectrome-ter and frame, cl' and 6" 
are the tilt angles of the gondola in plao'es parallel 1;1nd penpendicular 
to the spectrometer zenithal rotation plane respectively. 
3. 8 THE S'fEEJl:ING SYSTEM 
Figqre 3.16 illustrates tl,le physical me&ns by which the spectrometer 
is oriienta'ted in Zenith Angl:e. A pivoted d.c. motor turns a i" 
diameter, threaded rod through a threaded block which is also pivoted 
and attached via a lever to the spectrometer central rotation axis. 
The electronics controlling the zenith drive is depicteq in fig\lre 3.17. 
Two modes of operation, i.e. manual and autom11tic, are available lilnd a 
pa-rticular mode is chosen by the use of 'Auto' or 'Manual' telemetry 
conmiands to address an analogue switch which routes either the Auto or 
Manual directional information to the power amplifier driving the 
zenith motor. 
In Manual mQde 'Increase' an.d 'Decrease' telemetry cQ_mii\a:n'd:3, which 
cannot be in s~multaneous operation, are sent to the differential inputs 
of an operational amplifier and this device proctuces an analogue voltage 
output t0 driVe the zenith motor in the appr<;>priate,diredtion. 
The Automatic mode functions from a telemetred 12 bit di·gi tal 
word, representing the required Zenith Angle, which i$ converted, by 
a Digital to Analogue convert~r (DAC), ::to &n ap,alo~!,te sign~l and this is 
t,hen compared, by an oper,a,tional amplifier, to an an,al9gue .sig11al. from a 
potentiometer which provides information on the current Zenith Angle by 
being at'tached to a p~ndulum. The pendulum arrangement is descr:l..bed in 
section 3.7. An error signal is output from the op amp which drives 
the zenitl,l motor until a null c01idi tion obtains. This system produces" 
0 -1 
a zenith drive rate of 0.25 s in both operation mqdes. 
Azimuthal orientation is physically achieved by a spinniJhg reaction 
wheel, mounted at the bottom of the gondola (figure 3.2), consisting of 
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Figure 3·16 The Zenith Drive. 
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Figure 3-17 The Zenith Drive Electronics. 
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8 spokes, each having a lead block attached to its outer end. Fi.gure 
3.18 shows the electronic contt-olling arrangement for the azi-muth 
drive and like the zenith system a facility exists for both manual and 
automatic control. The manual mode is the same arrangement as for 
the zeni t'h system. 
For automatic control a 12 bit digital word r~presenting the 
requir(;1d azimuthf1l setting is telemetred to the instrument and is 
tra,n~ferred to a d:tgital adder which optionally allows adjustment of 
0 
± 11. 25 fojo off source background measu ramen t Wheil required. The 
trigonometrical sine and cosine of a: are then multiplied by magnetometer 
signals Vx and Vy respectively producing voltages v1 = k sin 8 cos rjJ 
Sin oc aud V2 = k sin 6 sin$ COS «, Where k, 8 and~ are as specified 
in section 3.7, Which are subsequently employed by an operational 
amplifier to produce an error signal V = k sin 6 sin (¢-a:), 
e 
Sununed with a velocity signal from a tachometer on the reaction wheel 
this combined :;dgnal drives the wheel until a null condition is r-eached. 
A torsion relief system is necessarily incovpoxated as without this 
the su'spet:,ts:kon cables fl'om the balloon would b'e~bme twisted. :Consequently 
the combined s:i:,gnal is a];so fed to a voltage to frequency converter for 
the torsion relief stepping motor. 
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The Pulse Code Modulation (PC!\t) encoder is a Spac~tac model 2100 having 
a PROM prO.grammeable format and prqviding fort:y"eight anal:ogue and twelve 
10-bit digital input channels. All twelve of the available dt.~gital 
channels and thirty-two of the analogue channels we.re used for the 
Durham sp'ect:rpJ!leter Uight. The chos.;m PROM routesc a 32 x 32 ten.-bit 
-1 
word ma~rix cyclicly to the ground station at a rate of 40.96 k. bits s 
Figure 3.19 sh()WS the arrangement of the Durham eXIJeriment' s data 
within the ~11;t;rix. As can be seen the two p.ulse heig,hts from the 
spectrometer's 14-bit A'DC are santpled four tirpes in each telemetry 
frame using words Dl 1 D2 and 03 and the Ge analogue pulse is also sampled 
four times per frame using analog.ue cha-nnels A2, A3 and A4. Housekeeping 
data and system orientation data are routed to the 87 and 88 sub-
commutated words as shown in figure 3.19. 
The telemetred data is r.eceived at NSBF, Palestine ground s-tation 
where it .:t;s recorded via a PDPll/20 minicomputer onto i!)dustry standard 
computer tape together with "ground" frame time and position 
inforiUation in the f.grma:t giyen in figure 3.20. Li:ltit.u~(ie and.l<mgitud~ 
.. - -- . . . ·, -·· - . 
is obtained by desk computer Galculation from tM Oiilt;rga navigation 
system which locates the balloon to within a one mile sq1,1are box. The 
Rosemount altim~ter incorporates a dif?placement/;f-r:equency traosducer 
of sufficient sens::i. ti'·vity to be capable of an altitude ch~rige ·of less 
than O~lo/- a-t 120,000 fe.et. 
FaciHti.es a::re also available for payload coJ:IIJiland Ol) the PCM system 
an,d 16 <:lhan~~~~ ~l?.'te l;jsed to fulfill the stee::ring rE:lquirements. The 
gro.und station ~];so· provi.des for display of a limited amount of 
e,q>er.itilent data in rea.l-,time during a flight. 
:~· 
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a 121 1 Year TtM Yur Units 9 
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6 32 3 .Jay Tens Day Units t1 Long Mifl Units Long Min 11 •o 
5 16 
' 
Hour Tens Hour units 12 Led Dea Tens Lat 0. Uflits 
' 
8 8 I 5 t.tin Tans Min Unitl 13 Lat Min Tans L.at Min units 
3 
' ' ' 
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LGt Min 1/10 Pressu,. 
2 512 2 % 2 7 5tc Temhs S.c 1/100 15 Pressure Pressure 
1 256 1 1 1 8 Sec 1/1000 Sec 1/10000 16 Pressure Pressure Rga 
Binary ASCII 
Figure 3-20 The format for each tape record. 
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4. 1 IN'f],U)J)UCTION 
It is presently s'tan4ard practice in gll'll\fna-rcay astronelUy to carr:y 
out calculations of various detector response characteristics, e.g. 
detecticm efficiency. The determination of these c}Jaract;eristics is 
an endeavour which is ideally suit.ed to the appJicati9n of the Monte-
Carlo tec}),nique and use of high speed digital cc,mputeps owing to the 
statistical nature of the problem and also be:cause numerical methods 
for the solution of the coupled tr-ansport equations which woul~ other.wtse 
be necessary (if secondary radiation is included) are impractical as 
they are too time consuming. 
A Monte-Carlo computer simulation of some of thE;) Durham.gamina-
ray spectrometer's detectors, which has been constructed in FORTRAN for 
use with the Northl.liil.J:>rian Universities Multiple Access (li;3M) computer, 
is described in the current chapter subsequent to a discussi.pn of the 
types of inter.a'ction which ga·lllJila radiation experienc~s during its 
.penetration of detector materials. In agdition laboratory measurements 
of efficiency an.CI: ene.r.gy resolution for the speqtrometer d~etec;tors are 
given and the system's res·ponse to diffuse an?I ppi;nt sot,trces if?· 
discussed. 
Mono~energe·tic .photons in penetrating matter ol:)eY an eJ!:ponent;:ial 
l:awof attenuatiQn: 
l = I e-~x · 
0 
where I and I
0 
are the transmitted and incident intensities respectively, 
X is the linear thickneSS and \.1 is the total linear attenuation coefficient. 
'Fl!.is lat-t;er is a measure of the number o.f photons in a bei:l;m wl).ich 
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undergo interaction in passing through matter. Note that ~ is the total 
of the linear scattering and absorption coefficients frbm all of the 
possible interactions; the scattering and absorption coefficients 
themselves are related to cross section. Table 4.1 shows the various 
interactions which gamma photons may undergo with matter, however, in 
the nuclear transition energy reg~on the following three processes 
dominate: (a) Phqto~lectric effect, (b) Compton effect with bound 
electrons and (c) ~air production. These processes are described below. 
4.2.1 Photoelectric Absorption 
Figure 4.1 shows that the photoelectric effect dominates for medium 
< 
to high atomic number (Z) materials at energies ~ 0.1 MeV. The kinematics 
of the process are illustrated in figure 4.2 which shows it to be one 
of total photon absorption with the subsequent ejection of an electron. 
In approximately 80% of cases the phot()electron is produced from the 
K-shell of the atom provided that the incident photon energy is well in 
ex~ess of the K-shell binding energy. For a photon of energy hv and_.,a 
binding energy B the kinetic energy of the emergent photo-electron is 
giv~n by:-
E = hv - B K.E. 
Note that a free electron cannot become a photoelectron s;i.nce a third 
body is required to satisfy the conservation of momentum principle, 
also the kinetic energy of the recoiling atom is ne!$ligi:ble. In 
addition either a characteristic X-ray of the atom is emi.tted, or the 
atom rel~:Lxes via ()mission of an Auger electron o~ing to the vacancy 
left by the ejected photo-electron. This latter phenomenon is important 
in detectors of small physical size since the K X-ray is likely to escape 
giving rise to a K-electron escape peak in the detector's spectrum. 
Concerning the design of detectors it is important to consider: 
5 (a) the Z dependence of the photoelectric cross s~ction (b) the energy 
TABLE 4.1 Ganuna~ray modes of interaction with matter 
PROCESS 
1. Photoelectric 
Effect 
2. Scattering from 
Electrons 
Coherent 
Incoherent 
3. Photonuclear 
Absorption 
Nuclear 
Photoeffect 
4. Nuclear 
Scattering 
Coherent 
Incoherent 
5. Interaction with 
a Coulomb field 
Pair Production 
Delbruck 
(a) 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
TYPE OF 
INTERACTION 
With bound atomic 
electron 
With bound atomic 
elec_trons 
With free electrons 
With bound atomic 
electrons 
With free electrons 
W-ith nucleus as a 
whole 
(a) With material as a 
whole, dependent 
on nuciear energy 
levels 
(b) With nucleus as a 
whole ciependent 
on nuclear energy 
levels 
(c) With nucleus as a 
whole iiu;lependen t 
of Quclear energy 
leve-ls 
(d) With individual 
nucleons 
(a) In Coulomb field 
of nucleus 
(b) In Coulomb field 
of electron 
(c} In Coulomb Field 
of nucleus 
APPROXIMATE ENERGY 
RANGE OF 
MAXIMUM IMPORTANCE 
Dominates at Low Energy 
(lKeV to 500KeV) 
< !MeV and greatest at 
small scattering angles 
independent of energy 
< lMeV ;' least at small 
.scati~~irig ~ngl~s 
Dominates in region 
of !MeV 
Above t4reshdld has 
broad max-imum in range 
of 10-30 MeV 
lmpQrtant only in very 
narrow re~onance 
range 
Narrow ~esonance maxima 
at low energies, broad 
maxima in ra:n'ge 
10-30 MeV 
A > ~uc lear radius 
independent o-f energy 
A< .Nu~learradi~s 
i.e. > 100 MeV 
Threshold about 1 MeV 
dominates at E > 5 or 
10 'MeV 
Threshold at 2 MeV 
~ear,part > Jmagh1ary 
below 3. MeV, < -
imaginary above 15 
MeV. 
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Figure 4.2 The Photoelectric effect. 
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dependence of the cross-section and (c) the angular distribution of the 
photoelectrons. 2 For incident photons hv>>m c the photoelectric cross-
o ' 
section is: 
~ 
o:LK 
54 512 2 7; 2 -1 
= ~ Z ~ 2 (m c /hV) 2 em (atom) 
0 0 
(4'. 3) 
according to Heitler 1954; where:- ~ = ! rrr 2 is the Thomson cross 
0 3 0 
section; r = e 2;m c 2 is the classical electron radiu~; a = 2n;2;hc 
0 0 
(137)-1 is the fine structure constant. 
F . . h h > 2 th d f . i or 1nc1dent p otons v ~ m c e depen ence o cross sect on upon 
0 
-1 photon energy is (hv) as given by Davisson (1966). 
Figure 4.5 shows that for low energy photor~.s the photoelectrons 
are ejected at approximately right angles to the photon direction, 
however the angle of emission tends towards zero for higher energy 
photons. 
4.2.2 Compton Scattering 
< 
Figure 4.1 shows that for photons of energy 0.1 MeV ~ 10 MeV 
incident upon an absorber of medium to high atomic number the process 
of Compton scattering is the dominant interaction. The Compton effect 
is a photon scattering process involving f~ee electrons, or bouqd e~ectrons 
hav.ing a bindin~ energy which is very much less ~han the imping-ing .photon 
energy. A schematic representation of Compton scatter.i11g is depicted 
in Figure 4. 3,· an incident photon of energy E causes the electron to 
. Yo 
recoil at angl~ <ji with momenttim: p and kinetic ener~y EK.E. and the 
I 
scattered photon is emitted at angle 0 with energy E 
y The trajectories 
of the incident and scattered photons and that of the recoiling electron 
are copl~nar, since the mom(;lntum normal to the scattering plane defining 
the paths of the incident and scattered photons is zero. 
For Compton scattering: 
E 
Yo 
= 
El 
y + E K.E. (4.4) 
Using these basi·c conservation equations and certain relativistic 
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equations tlle expression for the scattered photon energy is: 
E I 
y 
2 
m c 
0 
1 1 - case + (-) 
u 
(4.5) 
2 2 
where a :::: E ;m c ; and m c is the rest energy of the electron. The 
Yo o o 
struck electron carries away the remaining energy and this produces the 
result: 
:::: E a. ( 1 - cos~) 
Yo 1 + a(1 - co~8) 
This expression yields a maximum kinetic e1,1ergy for.the electron which 
is, in all practical cases, less than the incident photon energy. 
(E ) is produced for 8 :::: 180° and is given by: K.E. max 
(E ) K.E. max 
E 
Yo 
whereupon .the scatter~d photon has a minimum ener"gy. However at 
(4.7) 
8 :: 0° the scattered photon carries away the incident photon en~rgy. 
The relation between.the scattering angles of the secondary photon 
and the electron is: 
e 
cot cp :::: (1 + a) tan .<2} (4.8) 
It can b~ shownthat for plane polarised in«;::ident radiation the 
differential collision cross section, (Heitler 1954), is given b'y: 
d( 0) 
e 
2 
\)' r \l 
== _£_ dn <\)'>2 < o 
4 v ;t+\) 
0 0 
- 2 + 4 cos2 (8)) cm2 (electron-1 ) 
(4.9) 
where \l 
0 
and \1,' are the. frequenci}~s of the incident and scattered 
radiations,@ is the angle between the electric vectors of the incident 
and scattered radiations £ and e' re.spectively (figure 4. 7) and dn 
. 0 
is the element of solid angle through which the scattered photon emerges 
hv Jncl(h!~t ; 
· ·diredion · 
C9.mpt~n ·irite~action•,·:-~t:attef'ing'·.ge9metry:-f.o J~-­
f~e- i_li~ide"-f',-photon electric vector. ( Fr_om 
R.D. EvO.nsl '.The Atomic Nucleus,' :McGraw --"HiU 
book ·company) - · 
FJgu-re-·4J Co~pton inter(l~iion\H1---fhe oAb~ plane·. ofcfi.~~u·r~·4'.-6, · 
giving- the .potcidsq.tion of the scattered photo~)· ~by the 
... -.:·. . _ .... · __ · . . .- . . . . . ,- ..... : _: .. _ ... ;. .·, ···-· 
dire_ctio)l ·9f the electric vectpr e·: (:From R.D. Evans, 
'Th@--'Afomic Nudeu$;· MtGraw'?HiU book-·t_o_~-pO.n}i·) ·-
after the collision. The physical interpretation of d( o) is: the 
e 
absolute value of probability that, while passing through an a;bsorber 
h . h ' 1 - 2 h f E il d w 1.c conta1ne.s one e ectron em , a p oton o energy w · ·1 un ergo 
Yo 
I 
a collision from which the scattered photon emerges, with energy E , 
. y 
within solid aqg~e dO and is so polarised that its electric vect~r is 
orientated at angle @to the direction of the incident etectric 
vector. 
Sine~ the .. polaris_ation of the scattered photon is un'impt>:rtan,t in 
practical cases equation (4.9) can be summ:ed over all poss16t·e 
scattered photon polarisation directions and this yields, for a compton 
scattering of angle 8: 
2 
v' V' r \) 
d( 0} = _2_ dO (~. ) (-,2. + 
e 2 \) \) ' \) 
2 2 2 . -1 
- 2 sin 8 cos n) em· (electron) (4.10) 
0 0 
where n is the projection of t;, (fi-gure 4. 6) onto the plane noriJlal to 
the i!lcidcnt photon di:;:-ect:i.o... Tltil:l ~xpJ:·e::;:si<:m yiel<fs a maximum value 
0 
at n = 90 , therefore the scattered photon aqd electron tend to be 
ejected at rignt angles to the electric vector of the incident radiatiqn. 
This :t:act, emerging from equation ( 4 .10), form!:! the qperatiOnal basis f.~O.r 
practical y-ray polarimeters. 
For the more common case of unp·orarised ra~iation,'it is con}ienient 
to resolve the incident radiat:ion into two orthogonally po~arised 
. : ' . '~.. .. . ·: 
components, each possessing half of the inci,qent intensity, such that 
one component lies at angle n = 90° and the other at n = 0°, the 
unpolarised differential cross section is then the sum '!of two compop_ents 
f·rO!Il equation 4.10: 
2 
\) I r 
d( 0) 0 dO (~)2 = e 2 \) 
0 
\) 
0 (""j 
\) + 
v·• 
\) 
0 
- sin28) cm2 electron.;..1 
where the scattered photon enters solid angie dO= 21Tsin8d8. 
(4.11) 
Figure 
4.8 is a polar plot of equation 4.11 and indicates a strong increase in 
the-fraction of forward scattered photons wi'th increasing o: Integrat.ing 
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equation 4.11 over all possible values of 8 yields the total collision 
cross-section ( cr) which represents the probability of removal of the 
e 
photon from a collimated beam while passing through an absorber 
-2 
containing one electron em : 
2 {-1-ta [2 ( l+C.t; 
a = 2Tir 2 a 0 Ct. 1 + 2r.t 
1 J 1 1+3CI. 2 -1 
- £n(1+2CI.) +-- 9,n(1+2a) . , . 2 } em electron · 
Ci. 2ct ( 1+2ci ) 
( 4 .12) 
This ~xpressi.on is of course the same for both polarised and unpolartsed 
incident radiation. 
The photon scatter-ing per unit scattering angle 8 is markedly different 
from that per unit solid angle, the former being given by: 
d( 0) d( 0) 
e = e · 2 -1 2TI sinG em electron ( 4. 13) 
represented by equation 4.13 is shown in figure 4.9. 
The directional distribution of Compton electrons is derived as 
follows. Each photon ~scattered into the solid angle betweeri 8 a,nd 
(8 + d8) has a corresponding el·ectron projected at an ~ngle between 
cj> and (cj> + dcj>) i.e. into a solid angle dQ' = 2TI sin·d~. Th~refore there 
~xists the ~quality: 
.-_,;;. 
d( 0) d{. 0) 
.. e . 2TI s:i;n8d.8 = .~ 2TI sin<j)dcj> (4;14) 
dQ dQ' 
}Jence: d( 0) d( 0} sin e d8 e ~ (4.15) 
= dQ' dQ sin • dcj> 
and from equation (4.10) this gives: 
' dQ 
1 (1 + cqs8)sin8 
(1 + et.) sin3Q> 
(4.16) 
130° 120° 110° 8(f 70° 6cf 
Figure 4.8 The number of photons scattered into unit solid angle 
d(eCJ)/ d.n, at a m on scattering angle e. (From R.D. Evans. 
'The Atomic Nucleus,' McGraw -Hill book company) 
Figure 4.9 Number vs angle distribution of Compton scattered photons, 
' ' d (ea)ld8. (From R.D. EvansJ The Atomic Nucleus, McGraw- Hill 
book company.) 
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Thus in terms of equations 4.15 and 4.16 the number versus angle 
Compton electron distribution is: 
d( 0) 
e 
This distribution is shown in figure 4.11. 
(4.17) 
The Compton electron energy spectrum or number-energy distribution 
is sho.wn in figure 4,10 aQd this is represented by: 
and this yields : 
d( o) 
e 
dT 
d ( a) d ( a) d$ 
-e e 
---= dT d$ dT 
2 2 2 
a cos cp } 
2 
a ( 2+0. } COS ¢ 
4.2.3 Pair Prqduction 
( 4. '18) 
(4.19) 
In the cou·lomb field of a particle, usually a nucleus, a ph-oton of 
2 
e11ergy, E., greater than twice the electron rest energy, (Le. > 2m c )., y 0 
lilay be converted into an electron and a positron Of TE)Spe9tive kinetic 
energy E and E such that : 
+ 
. 2 ( . 2 E. = (E + m c ) + E + m .c ) 
-~ ·o . + a 
(4. 2();) 
This is shown scl1eJilatically in figure 4. 4-. In gep.eral the tb,re shold 
energy for the prqcess is given by: 
where M is the m13.~s of the particl,e necessary to absorb the excess 
momentum. 
For the case of no screening when 1 << E 
·y 
cross section may be expressed as: 
1 
3 
« 1/a,Z the total 
2E 
_l 218 2 -1 
--··) em (atom) 27 (4.22) a a P 2 
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1 
2 3 
and for complete screening wnen E ;m c >> 1/cx:Z the cross section is: y 0 
2 2 -1 
-) em (atom) 
27 
and in intermediate energy regions an approximate form is: 
0 
a p 
2E 
= ar 
2z2 ( 2·8 log ~ 
o 9 m c 
0 
218 2 -1 
27 - 1. 027) em· (atom) 
4. 3 MONTE ~CAitLO ·SiMULATION AND DETECTOR GHARACTERIST,IQS 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
When a gainm'a photon enters a detector it can either e~cape from it 
or und~rgo ii1teraction thereby deppsiting a fraction or the whole of its 
energy in the detector material. As has been discussed in Section 4.2 
there are principally three processes by which interaction and 
subsequent energy deposition may occur, i.e. Photoelectric absorPtion, 
Compton scattering and Pair proquc,tion. Each process leads to secondary 
photon and/or electron creation which may generate further radiation, 
e.g. Bremsstrahlung or annihilation radiation and this can in turn 
undergo further interaction (~nd therefore energy deposition) in the 
det~ctor. The Monte-Carlo procedure p:roviqes a method of simulating 
the hi~tdry of primary sciurce photons through a detector, tak~ng into 
account all secondary radiations and particles. 
For sin:tulation of statis-tical processes. a sa~:pling tec:lltiiqli~ is 
used based on the gener~ation of uniformly <:lis');ributed pse~d();:;random 
numbers n in the range 0 ~ n ~ 1. In the current s-imulation, ·the inul ti-
plicative congruentiai method of generation is used.: 
'5'9 
where m - 2 ·., A. = 
nK+l = 
13 ·3Z 13 ·. and n = -1234567,89 (2 -· +1). 
- . - ·-o 
(4.25) 
The pseudo:....random 
numbers are used to obtain a random variable x from a probability 
distribution f(x) according to equation 4.26: 
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X 
f f(x)dx 
-oo (4.26) 
rt :::: 00 
f f(x)dx 
-"" 
A flow chart of the Monte-Carlo simulation created for calculation 
of the response characteristics up to rv 1MeV of the detectors used in 
the Durham gamma-ray spectrometer is shown in figure 4.12. Since the 
pair prQduction process has a threshold energy of 1. 02 MeV it is n:ot 
included in the simulation. The programme is designed for simulation of 
mqnoen~rgetic, isotropic point sources on the central axis .of a· circular, 
cylindrical detector and a rectangular Cartesian coordinate system is 
employed, where the z-axis is aligned with the detector's central axis 
and the origin lies on the detector end-face which is closest to the 
source. 
A.:. pr:lmary :;o'Qrce photon is chosen for d~rection in t«;lrms of polar-
and azimuthal angles 8 and ljJ respectively as follows. Frdm,,eqt1ation 4.13: 
11 = 
J6 .sin8 dB 
.0.' 
6· 
max J sin8 d8 
O· 
which yieldl:l for the pola.r an~~e: 
8 = arccos {1 + n(cos 8~ max 
(4. 27) 
1)} (4.28) 
where 6 . = arctan (R/d) for a detector. of radius R and .source distance 
· · max 
d. 1:'!ie azfmutha.l, angle is uniformly distr;ibuted betw_een 0 and 2TT and 
henqe ma,y be de.rived from: 
(4.29) 
Direction cosines o:,(3,y, (with respect to the x,y,z axes resp_(;}c·tively) 
are calculated for the photon from 8 and 1); and traje_ctori~as of all 
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subsequent particles and secondary radiations are described by this 
method. 
The coordinates of the source photon's point of entry into the 
detector (x ,y , z ) are calculate.d and the distance L to the first 
0 0 0 
interaction point is determined, using equation 4.26, from the intenSity 
distribution of a gamma photon in the depth r of the detector material: 
L 
f I exp [ -(IJ /P) tot p r]dr 0 
0 (4.30) T) = 
00 
f I exp [- ( 1J /P ) tot P r]dr 0 
0 
where lJ ( IP )tot is the total mass attenuation coefficient for the 
detector material at the photon energy. Thus the average distance L a 
photon travels without interaction is: 
where lJtot is the total linear attenuation coefficient. Hence the 
coordinates (x1 ,y 1 ,z1 ) of the point of primary interaction are calculated 
and a test is made for the con tainmen.t of this p9int within the defined 
boundaries of the detector. If the interaction is deemed to have 
occurred outside of the detector the photon is jl,ld~~d to have survived, 
a new photon is selected from the source and the above procedure 
repeated until a primary interaction is found. wi~hin the detector. The 
type of interaction is sampled according to the condition: 
lJ 
n ~ ( /P )p}loto 
1-l ( /P) tot 
(4.32) 
whe.reby the interaction is a photo electric event, otherwise a Compton 
event is chosen. 
In the case of a photoelectric event the p~otoelectrqn energy is 
approximated as being equal to that of the originating photon. The 
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polar and azimuthal angles e and tjJ of photo-electron emission with 
respect to the photon trajectory are calculated from a table of e 
as a function of pseudo-random number, by linear interpolation and 
from a uniform distribution between 0 and 2n respectively. For a 
Compton scatter the parameters are obtained as follows. Applying 
equations 4.4 and 4.6 to equation 4.12 gives: 
d( 0) 
e 
de 
1 
= 1rr 2 sine {-----}2{[1-t<:t(l-cose)] + [ 1 J 
0 l-+<:t (l-ease) 1 +a (1-cosEl) 
At selected energies over the required range the maximum v,all.les of 
d( 0) 
e. 
d8 had been obtained in advance and a polynomial least-squares fit 
made .to these points. This fit is incorporated in to the compute;r progr.amme 
d( Cf) . 
so that the -ma..,.i!Jmm VA_J_•l"' for d:- .me.y be ::::!!:lily c:::.lc:ulti. tact fo:;:- tht:: 
current photon en.ergy. 
gerierat;ed 
d( 0) 
in the range 
Consequen-tly a pseudo-ranqom nt~mb_er ;n .can be 
d ( o) 
0 ~ n ~ [ d: ]max for compar:Lson wi-th- a value X 
obt_ained.- by !ilubstitutiori of a randomly seTe_cted polar- angle 
. . 0•• 
- e 
of ae 
8 into equation 4.33. Then if X~ n the polar angle e is accepted for 
the scattering interaction otherwise the random selection of e an_d 
calculation of the correspond:i;ng X is repeated unn1 an acceptable valu~ 
for e is encountered. The above sampling procedure produces a good fit 
to the Compton electron energ.y distribution and was used in prele~·ence, 
I 
to an expression forE', given by Carlson (1953), as reported by De y 
Castro Faria and Levesque (1967) which was found 011cly to reproduce the 
requir~d distribution at source energies greater than"' 1.5 MeV. 
Energies for the scattered photon and recoil electron are subsequently 
o})tained from equations 4.5 and 4.6 respectively, using the accepted 
polar an,gle 8. Equation 4.8 gives the recoil electron polar angle <t>. 
The azimuthal angle for the scattered photon is S!'\mpled·accordiilg to 
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equation 4.29 and that for the recoil electron according to momentum 
considerations varies from w by n. 
After interaction the trajectories of the secondary radiation and 
particles are found in terms of the rectangular Cartesian coordinate 
system by perf()ri!l~J:lg a rot~tion of coordinates. As~uming that the 
cosine of the polar angle of scattering is A then for azimuthal angle 
<1> and initial direction cosines, et,B,y the direction cosines for the 
scattered photon andjor electron are a'B'y' and al'e given in figure 
4.13. 
<fl;le computational procedure is· organised so l:lS to ~vaTuate the 
energy loss of the electron to the detector by ionisation and brem-
sstrahlung, based on calculation of the electron path length R, along 
its trajectory, from the eip.pirical energy-range re.:tatioll: 
4.i2 En 
R = { · · ··• .. · } em 
(P X 103) 
( 4. 34) 
where n (1.265 - 0.0954 Q,n E). From Heitler (,1954) tlie electron 
~nergy losses due to collision and bremsstrahlung are: 
Collision.: 
-dE <~> dS . 
con 
,('1.35) 
where N is the number of atoms cm,... 3 for the .detector .ma:ter~'~l; <j>
0 
= 
2 (Sn /3)p · . B is defined by: 
2 
- 2B ( 4. 36) 
',Vher~ I i,s some average ionisati'qll energy and E is the tq~till electron 
energy. Bethe's correction te:rm for electrons is: 
(4.37). 
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Bremsstrahlung: 
-(~) = 
Brem 
(4.38) 
where N is as defined above. 
Up to a photon energy of ~ 1 MeV bremsstrahlung. loss is small 
compared to th!lt due to inelastic collision and therefore a simplified 
treatment of bremsstrahlung is used here; the energy is treated as a 
single photon emitted from the point of electron scattering in the 
forwarcJ direction. ln calculation of the energy los:'es, account is taken 
of a dim:j,nislu~d path length should the distance R, obtained f:r~om equation 
4.34, taken along the prescribed trajectory for the electron.re$ult in 
the e_~ectron leaving .the detector. 
All Compton secondary and bremsstrah,liJilg photo11s arl:i treated in 
the same manner as primary source photons unless their .energy is below 
a th:reshold of 0.01 M~V in which ca$e tgey are assu.nied to be absorbed 
directly. In th~ case ·of a bremsstrahltiri-g: photon ancl a Comp-ton secondary 
both requiring treatment, the latter is s1:0,red in t~rm$ of etie:rgy. point 
0~ production and direction and analysed sub$equent to the cqmpletion 
of bremsstrahlung handl~ng and prior to the commencement of a new source 
photon history. 
During the s:Lmulation,ex:lnic:U records are kept of the following 
quantities: 
(a) Source photon history number. 
(b) Number <?f source :photons which unde.rcgo._: 
(i) Either of the possibl!'! types of interac::tion. 
(ii) Photo electric absorption, 
(iii) Compton scattering. 
(iv) Initial Compton scattering followeci by pl}oto-electric 
absorption (i.e, Indirect Photo-electric effect). 
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(c) Number of source photons which deposit their full energy within 
the detector. 
Upon completion of a pre-specified number of photon histories these 
records facilitate the calculation of the following detector 
parameters: 
(i) Total intri:Q.sic efficiency(F); the probability of 
detection of a source gamma-ray which is incident upon the 
cry~tal. 
(H) In;tri~~i"c :full.,.energy-.peak eHicl,~pcy (~p)'; t}f~ I)tob~tiiUty 
that any source ga.rimla:'"ray which is inci'(lent on the crystal 
will deposit itS~. full energy therein. (1\;t:s,o known as the Total 
Abe!M'Ption probabil;:l. ty:) • 
(:i;ii) Pe.ak to· totl:ll ratio (y); the proba1Jility that a detected source 
gamma-ray will deposit its full energy within the crystal. 
Th~· above parameters are related accord'ing to the simple expression: 
E.'= Fy p .·· 
it determines the minimum sou~ce e;trength required to g;ive sufficient 
statistical result in a rea.sonable t~me. The relevance of the peak to 
total ratio is m.anifest from an appreciation that in ge~~ral the error 
in the process o£ unfol<:J.ing complex response spectra,to obtain the 
incident gamma-ray spectra.decreases as the ratio of t·he area under the 
full,-energy-peak to the total area of the spectrum incre,ases. It 
should be noted that sp~ct:Ucatio;n o:f these parameters is ~s.~aless unlee~s 
the .source-detector geometry and the gamma~r11y energy usep are eta ted 
in every case . 
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The computer programme is constructed in a modular fo.rm and 
therefore, the detector type and size may be easily changed. Thus 
the simulation was initially applied to detectors which have been 
studied previously, either experimentally or using Monte~Carlo 
techniques, by other workers. All results quoted are in reference to 
monoenergetic, isotropic, point sources, placed on the central axis 
of the particular detector. In the current Monte-Carlo calculations 
50,000 source photon histories have been simulated in each case. 
Figures 4.14 and 4.15 compare the Intr:insic full-energy-peak 
efficiency and total intrinsic efficiency respectively (also peak to 
total ratio in figure 4.16), versus source energy for a 3 inch 
(di-ameter) by 3 inch (depth) Nal (TR.) crystal, derived f.rom the current 
calculation,with those obtained, (a) expe:l'imentally by Gunnink and 
Stoner (1961) and Green and Finn (1965) and (b) from Monte..,.Carlo 
simulations of Heath (1957), Weitkamp (1963) atid"Zerby and Moran (1961). 
Also shown in figure 4-.14 are the resul-t's. :from the same workers for the 
full-energy-peak efficiency of a 5 inc~ (diameter) x 4 inch (depth) 
Nai(TR.) crystal. Results from the present study agree reasonably 
well in aU cases except for that of Weit~amp thpugh here a source 
distance of 15 em has been used as opposed to the. "0 cw . of the others. 
- . 
. results of Wainlo and Kno.i'l (1966;) • The sam~ t~re~ cha:racteristics as 
previously are given in figures 4.16, 4.17 and 4.18 and again the 
agreement is favourable over the energy r~pge Cp!lsic:!ered. 
The siinulS.t~on has been applied to the .A2 and :A'3<Nal(TR.} shield 
crystals and to the central Ge crystal of the _Durham gamma-ray 
spectrometer. Figures 4.19 and 4.20 are plots of the usual three 
parameters as a function of source energy for t-he two shield crystals 
and Ge respectively. For a broad beam which is vertically incident 
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on A2 and A3 the corresponding intrinsic efficiency figures at 1 MeV 
are ~1 and ~.9 1 however the values in response to irradiation by an 
isotropic point source may be seen from figure 4.19 to be much lqwer. 
This arises since the mean path length through each crystal is 
appreciably reduced from the case of norm~l inciclence as the majority 
of the photons are produced along trajectories which pass thro(J.gh the 
curved face of the c:rystal and are therefore much shorter than the 
crystal depth, The magni-tude of the overall effect is less pronounced 
for A2 than A3 owing to its factor 2. 5 gre~ter dep_th 1 however A2 
cont'ains a central hole of diameter 5 em which has been taken into 
account in the ca],culations and this obviously contributes tothe 
reduced efficiency of A2. At progressively lower energies the point 
source efficiency values approach those for normjll incidence since the 
equation 4',1. 
haye b~en obtained from'' the- stucfy of energy loss _;spectra· collected· via 
a Ca.nb·e·rra pulse;..height analyser from standard laboratory radfmictive 
sQurces whi~h \\fere pl·~~ed in turn oil the cEmtra.l ax~s of_ each crystal. 
The intrinsic efficiei1CY 1 intrinsic full-.energy-.peak ef_fi9;iency and 
peak to total ratiq ar,e given by:-
ES - EB 
F ··s_ 
-
('4. 40) 
NGft 
[p .. ;.._·. ca. 
E: = p (4.41) p 
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where: EP is the counts under the peak summed over the peak channels. 
L:s is the counts in the spectrum summed over the spectrum 
charmels. 
EB and EB are the background counts summed over the peak p s 
and spe,ctri.Jlil channels respectively. 
t is the exposure time. 
G is the Geometric factor given by 1Tr2 /41Ts2 where r is the 
radius of the crystal and s is the source distance from 
the crystal face. 
f is the fractional yield of gal$la~rays of giv.;m energy. 
N is the source ac.tivity (disintegrations s - 1 ) at the time of 
the measurement N = N
0 
exp {-t/0.69:3 Tl} : t is the age of 
the source in seconds; T~ is the source half life in 
s~conds. 
r{ote 1 however 1 th~;ft ·before a legitimate comp.arison of the practical 
data can be mad~ with th~ predicted values an adJlistment of the latter 
:i.~lirectuired t~ tak_e acco).ip.:t of t.he" cas.fng whi~h s,U.rrqun(}s a c:ry,stal 
since the Monte-Carlo values plotted-infigur.es 4.1:9and 4.20 represent 
properties of t·he crysta:ts themselves wherea~ tll.~ measurements are 
characteri·stic of_ the whol!e cry~;~ tal ast;~em):)ly. 
~ i _. A; .source ::R~oton which '. . .· .- .. -.·.- -.. 
interacts in t1:te casing iayer betw.een the .soll_t:ce apd crystal cannot 
subseque1;1tly contribu:te to the peak of the. energy loss spectrum hence 
the ,.f.ulh·ene~gy-peak efficiency of a crystal assembly £ (As) is p 
s iinply gi·ven by: 
£ (As) p . = 
-J,JX 
£ (c)e 
p (4. 43) 
where £ {c) represents the intrinsic full-en~rgy-p.eak efficiency of the p 
crystal itself and e-J,JX is the probability that a source photon 
sur.vives traversal through the intervening casing layer of linear 
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thickness x. The precise values of x for the A2, AS and Ge assemblies 
are not known since (a) each assembly is a comme~cial, sealed unit, 
and (b) the manufacturers' diagrams (upon which figures S. 5-, 3. 7 
and 3.8 are based) do not explicitly speci:t;y the values. Figyr.~s 
4.21, 4.22 and 4.25 s}J.ow the predicted values of Ep(As) ~ obta;bned via 
equation 4,43 having substituted the Monte-Carlo figures for E (c) 
P' 
and having applied Al-uminiutn cas~ng thickn~sses of 0. 5 em, 1. 0 em, and 
0.15 em to t-he A3, A2 and Ge assemblies resp~cti.vely. TJ:le different 
thickness values for A2 a'll.d A3 arise si-nce .the practical measurements 
were performed by irradiating A2 from the face supporting the 
photomultiplier tubes and A3 from the opposite face. In the case of 
Ge the apparent discrepancy between the predicted and measured values 
must be due to a further inte;rv~niilg layer of Delrin (see figure 3.5) 
A~so plotted in fig-upes 4.21 and 4.2~_are·tJ;lepredicted and 
ine:asured values 0 f_ ig.trinsic effici-ency F(As) for tqe A2 and A3 
' -H.o~~v·l;}r,: ··it is ;9nly··.p_~ssi:Qle 1;o g~ye _·'1;\_ r,ai):_g~ Of val\iEf$ 
;, ,. . ·' - . . . ~11 '. .. ··. 
-for the p'red'i~ted ass~mbly intrinsic effic:i_.ency wince this parameter 
co~stitutes the SUJ.Il of two cqmponents: (a) the proC;Iuct of 1;he intrinsic 
' . ' . -·. 
efficiency of the crystal itself [F(c)] an~ the 'c;:asi~g survival 
probability [e-~]; (b) An unknown fraction of' tlie.s~ source p}J.otons 
which Compton scatter from the casing into the crystal and subsequently 
interact. Th.e rapge of values given in the figures repr~sl;}:nt the sum 
of components (a) and (b) where the fraction in (b) ;is takel,l as zero 
and uni~;y. 
Figures 4.23 and .4;24 show the peak to total ratios for the A2 and 
A3 assemblies [y(As)] and as the predicted values are obtained using 
F(As) according to the relationship of equation 4.39 the same uncertainty 
is g1anifest. 
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The spectrum produced by scintillation and sol:i.d-st~a,te devices 
in response to monoenergetic gamma-ray sourc,es consists of two 
distinct parts; (a) the full-~ner~y-peak, centred at the source 
energy and (b) a continuous distribution, stret,chi,ng from the maximum 
Compton electron energy (i.e. the Compton edge) to zero. From the 
records kept in the Monte-Cario calculations the structure of these 
two portions of. the spe<;tra are ca:pable of being d,~termined. Figures 
4.26, 4.28 and 4.30 s,how the compo,sitions of tbe full-ener~y-peaks of 
the Ge, A2 and A3 cryst.als r~spectiv'ely. TJ;li3 cont:db'!ltions from the 
two types of interaction are Shown and the Compton contribution is 
furthe.r broken down iiito tw.o components: (i) the c()ntribution from a 
single Compton scatteri~g in .:which the secorid-ary photon is photo-
electrically absorbe,d ('lndir.ect.',photo electric ef-fec~) and (ii) the 
from the form of variati.on o£ attenuation coefficients as a function 
of .en~):'gy tlte. photoe.lectric ~omp<)ne'nt dom:LnatE)s the PE!ak at low 
-E!ri:e·rgiesi"but~ a~. the -sou:r'~e ·ene:r;gy increas~$- the. Cqinpto.n scatte:r;·ing 
".• • • • J ·:' • .' • '· • ~ • I ·. ' • 
niechani~:;m becolll~!'l do!ll~nant. 
The contirll.~()lis,,,distribJltign coiJlporti;)nt :()f. th~-;d~t~~:t;or spectrum 
is the result of C<?I!lp.t_dn- e;ca:tter.}ng ~n w~ic:ll:th~ ~ecqn~l~ry ·plJ.oton 
>. --
leave.s the dete.ctor cau_sing an e,.nergy depoSiti'on_ :whi!ch is l?wer than 
:t;he source energy. De,pp~it:io~ _is, from the_· rElcoil e_lec.tron an,d there-
fore since th_e electron hal? a maximUm el}ergy given by equatio!l 4, 7 the 
<:.Q*t;inuous distr-ibution, bas an, upper limit at this enE!l!~y (the Compton 
e,d~e). Fi{mres 4.27, 4.29, and 4.31 show the fraction;s of prima.:ry 
Compton events which contribute to the full-energy-:-peaks of Ge, A2 
and A3 respectively as a function of source energy and the complements 
of the figures therefore represent the fraction o'f prima.ry Compton 
events wh-ich leave the crystals. Th'!ls, f()r example at ().M .. l MeV 
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"-' 64% and "-' 20% of primary Compton events produce secondary photons 
which escape from the Ge an,d A2 crystals respectively. Additionally 
the same three figures show, as a function of source energy, t_ne :l;raction 
of events unde:r-goin,g multiple Compton scattering which contribute 
to the full-energy-peak and again .. from the comple~nents it can- be s.e~I1 
that, f()r in~:~tance a~,.o. 511 MeV, ~ 75% and,:"-' 30o/o of ti:J.ese eventt; 
eventuaHy es~ape from Ge and ~A2. 
The curve~;> shoWn :i:n figures 4. 32;, .4. 33 and 4. 34 illustrate the 
vari.~tion of effictE)ncy ~nd !leak to total ratio, as obtained from the 
Monte~CarlB aimulations, for the Ge crystal as a point source is 
moved along the central axis. Crisler et al. (1971) reports a relation~:~hip 
which ·permits calculation of the efficiency at any sourpe distance 
from. a ~nowledge of the_ value .at a single· dis,tance together with the 
effElctive interaction d~pth of, the cr,YSI,-tal. Effective .-interaction 
depth deff is ciePn¢d as tl1;at· d:j.st;:i.n~e belo~ ,"the sur.fllc.~ c;if the outsid,~ 
detector mountn1~-:-qan at which a 'gaprna-rar O,f. a .. particular ener.gy 
appears to inter1;1ct. Crisier gi¥es: 
. s;'( i''l:)• 
E(r~) 
= v4~-44> 
where £ is .the·. !ibs6ill;j;e:··fJn~en~·t~y ·p_~~k-~:i;ftd"{~Kc}·.w}ii.c:~·-.:r~lrt_~-~'eifts 
the probability of total a))sorpt;ion of. a~~<ph~ron e'niitt~d by t,he sou;rce, 
and rl and r 2- a,re '!;he. two releva,nt source to m<:n~ntil1g-(!an distances 0 
This relat:ionsh~p may be ada,pte,'!_ _to the in.:t;<r}-n:;;ic fuill-~J:ier,gy-:peak 
.efficiency E thro:\lgh the use .of the Geometrical factor, G(r} wll,ere: p 
G(r) = E(r) 
E (r) 
p 
Hence equation 4.42 may be re~;tated in the form: 
(4.45) 
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E (r1 ) p 
= 
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G{r2 ) 
G(r1 ) 
(4. 46) 
A further Mop.te ... Carlo· calcul~,tion has been used to produce values of the 
interaction depth as a function of source to crystal distance for various 
source energies arid ·these a1~e plotted in figure 4. 35 (where interaction 
depth is .that distcance J:)_e}ow the top surface of the crystal at which 
a source gl:lni¢a_-r_ay interacts). _:fo ob:tain the effecd:\fe interaction depth 
the inean of t·he values in figure 4.3_5, is taken J~or each en~rgy (these 
liave been 'plotted· in figlfre 4. 36 and the . cJ,.istance between ~the top 
surface of the Ge 'crystal 1\lld tb,e can (= 4mm) is added in Ell:lCh case. 
UsiiJ.g the Monte-Carlo.values of intrinsic full-energy-peak efficiency 
shown in figure 4.~0: for a sour~e to crystal distal}ce of 29,2 em, as 
' ' -
£J)(r1); eq~atioll 4.46 produce$ values for, £P (r 2} wJ::If<::'h are in reasonable 
agreement with the Monte-Carlo values given in fi,gU,re 4~33 . 
.Monte«>Carlo calcu.l'ati<:),IlS -•hl,lve ~;Llso -been c!arried out for the polar-
i_ine:ter (-!>1 to P.l,l and Ge·). In. this ca:;e ,pola:ris.ed· phQtons enter the Ge 
deteqt9i· aiid thQ~El _producing Comptqn, se.qoll'da,ry p_ljo~ons which· sc:atter 
into 011e of the polarime.~er quadrants .and. ill~el-_act -witJ::I:i.n. it, .are 
-~ 
rec.orded; Figl,u;e 4 ~"37 showJ3 tJ::~e, . re,~ui ts o~-~-afn~4) · this' i's a p~§t of: 
i11cide11t photon e.n:e,~gy. 
. . . '·· 
The s.ource ph():to~s,_~r~,:-JPb% p'9ia.'l~~ec1 .with 
·,_ ,_;·· \ -~-~ 
' -
their electr-fcc vect~:r normal to o_ne of the q,tia(iraiJ.t.s. 
<:, --~~-
:Fi<)iu such polar-
isat:iqn, quadrant nu111ber 2 is expected to sh9w enha)lced count!>, indicated 
by the.ratl:.o Cl/C!a being greater than 1.0 which is; the value for ·zero 
polarisation. 
The Ge detector ene:rgy resolution has been lll,easul'ed in the laboratory 
using the pulse-he.ight spectra for standard radioactive isotopes placed 
on t}ie cen'(;ral axis of the spectrometer above the collimator (Al) and 
figure 4.38 is a plot of the results. Also given here is a plot of the 
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ultimate achievable resolution for this detector which would be obtained 
if an ideal preamplifier could be used and assuming a Fan,o factor of 
0.13 for the detector. The measured resolution is a result of two 
contributions (a) the int:rinsic resolution of the detector itself a0 
and (h) the.preamplif.ier resolut-ion a : p 
(a) aD 2 = E. FW 0 
21 T 
. D QN2} (b) a 2 = W2 {-c_. + p 
-~ 
(4.47) 
(4 .48) 
at energy E and where w is the Ellectron-hole pair creation energy 
·o 
(2;98 eV for cooled Ge), F is the Fan~ factor, QN and Tare the equivalent 
noise charge and time constant of the p.reamplifier re:::;pectively and 
10 is t·he dete,(!to:r leakage curren,t. The resulting detector line width 
is then: 
· F:winvi:<!ceV> (4)49); 
:in fi'gure 4. 39 . In thes.e ca13es the summ~d o\itpti:t sig~~l from the 
four and thr.ee associated pllot;oniul tipHer tuJ:>es r.~s.pe<::tively were used 
for the measurem.ents. This summation signal removes pulse-height 
variation arising f-rom t}ie .location of the i"ntetacting photo11s and 
. - •t, 
irnJ)roves resolution by a factor eq\lal to the ~qua~e root 'of the p:qmb~r 
of tubes. 
Owing to the construction format of the Al coll<i,ina:t()r tfje resulting 
': J ~ • ' • - •• ' • • 
1JUlse ... height ~:~pectr:LJ!Il' doe.s not, ex,hi,bi t any feat.u:r,es frpin wpJch · reso,lution 
measl.lremen,ts cou~ld be obtained. 
At gamma-ray energies the aperture of the spectrometer varies 
with e11ergy owing to the increasing penetrability of the photons with 
increasing energy. Thus the geometrical aperture, defined by the physical 
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boundaries of the collimator, does not represent the true aperture. 
The energy de.pendence of tl;le Durham spectrometer aperture -h:~s qe_en 
measured using the laboratory radioactive sources as follows. On_e of 
the sources was placed above the spectrometer and moved in one centimetre 
steps along a diammetrical line. At each posi ti<m a pulse-height 
spectrum was c_oll~cted and the ;:lrea unaer t:he p(lak (bap_kground subt-racted) 
recordea. The areas were plotted as a function of posi-tion as shown in 
f:i;gure 4.40 for the 0.8471\!eV~ource, arid the FWHMy;as taken as tl).e. 
afigu~ar aperture at that energy. The 'process was repea-ted for a range 
of source energjj_es and the angular ape:du-re plotted as a function of 
energy (tigure ~.41). It ca,n be seen that the Fwi;IM varies by ru 1° 
between energies 0. 847 and 3. 25 MeV. A st-z:oi1g_er er,fergy d_ependence 
wotil'd be expected ·for a Nal(TR.) collimator due to increased-leakage 
th,rQugh the edges a~ c_olllpared. to the lead (Pq) used he;re. 
These measurements !!lay on'ly be used to study the ener~Y va-riation 
of_ the geometrical- factor of the spectromete:r f!inpe the angular response 
to a dlstant,, c·elestii;tl 1 poiri:t; source cis -q'lifte,~ d±f~erent ct~pending not c ~ ; : "'. . ':_ ~;. ·., . . . ~ 
only on energy bU:t atso on t_he relative angular position of .the- source,--
trajectory with r~sR~ct to the aperture :c¢ntre. Th,i:·s fp ~}).Own in 
fi~re 4.42. 
4. 4 GAlyrMA=""RAY J;;':i}.l~_.::f)ETECT!\BILLTX 
In the prese~ce of a specific background fll,lX the minimum detectable 
flux from a gamma-ray line after a particular source and background 
observa:tiori time is g'-:velt as f.ol:J:ow~. At energy E
0
, if the l:j:ne f1u~ 
is F_L p_hotons cm72s- 1 t:heri the observed cietec_-tor' counting ra:te a£, where 
the flux passes through absorptive material of transmission a, is: 
R~ = FL a EA counts s- 1 (4.50) 
~.t!' . ~0~ '-,. i/ .. . 4. 
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where EA is the full-energy-pealt detection effective ar~a. Then, for a 
channel of 6E(E.) centred atE the measured counting rate in the 
0 0 
channel after Gaussian reso~ution spreadirig is: 
aEAFL 
RL- --· 
/2tT' a 
(El - E )2 
exp {- . . 0 } ctE1 
and sul)stitution of the expression: 
yields: 
R 
L 
= exp ( -h2.) dt 
= aE:AF:LG ( AE ) courits s"" 1 
2a 
2a2 
(4.51) 
(4.52) 
(4.53) 
If. the'' line is to be ·seen 'thE.m the:)l~x ,!Dq·st- be. n stai'fdard 
Q.ey:i,jlHons greater than the b·ac~ground rate R8 , an.d since t:Qe variance 
in l:)ackgro~qd s~btract;ion ._ics ·: 
2 
a L = 
(Xt:i\:frP + Iik~E 
. '"it!'·{_ -i; 
where- T and TL lite the rE:le;p~c'tc:i:ve baCkg:r,o\.inci :a_nd -~P!J:rce. qbs~rv.irig time~>; 
then for naL detection -si~_nifiS,a.n~e: 
Solying for FL produces the expression- for the mil1irifull) cretectabl_e line 
flux: 
F 
L 
n 
2acAG 
+ (4.56) 
81 
Historically the pa:rameter n has been taken as 3 b.ut it is recommflnded 
that a value ri1 5 should be us~d. 
Increasing the observation time, detector area, detl;tctq;r effi'ciehcy 
and p~oton transmi.ssion into the detector and decreasing the detector 
FWHM and baskgr()~<i all re!'mlt in improved sensHivity. 
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CHi\P.TE,il: 5 
THE DURHJ\M GAl\fiii4A,-RAY S,P:E;C'rROJiiETE;R B!,\LLOON FJ:,lGI,IT 
5.1 INTRODUCTIQN 
As the terrestrial atmdsphere prevents celestial gamma-ray e_miss~on 
from reaching sea level and since it also generates secondary g:,;tmma 
radiation from cosmic-ray particle interactions, then in order to obtain 
in~aningful data from celestial sources at gamma-ray energ:!;es it is 
necessary to establish an observ~tion platform either above or as close 
to the 'top' of the atJllosphere as is practicable. To this end,arrangements 
were made for a high altitude balloon flight of the Durham gamma-ray 
spectrometer, to be launched during August 1979 from Palestine, Texas, 
U.S.A., und~r the auspices of the National Scientific Balloon Facility 
(N~BF) of the National Centre for Atmospheric RElsearch (NCAR). A 
.precise date for the balloon flight could not be. fixe<} in advance as 
this would be very much dependent upon the local weather conditions 
around the launch site, to the extent that a flight· could be pos:tponed 
at any time tip to the commeD:c.enient of balloon inflation, i.e. approx-
imately thirty minutes prior to launch. H;o'Never, during August the 
average delay at Palet:~tine for an evening launcl1 is three to four days 
and this is redu~.ed to approx;.imately 24 ho'urs for a mor,niilg launch. 
Although the primary aim of this flight .was to be tile evaluation 
of the system performance under real observin'g conditions, it was 
b,elieved judicious to prepare for the execution of source observations 
should circumsta,n~es prove favourable. Consequently calculations were 
performed for several discrete gamma-ray sources,to resolve the times 
betwe~n which each one would lie at a Zenith Angle of less than 50° as 
seen from Palestine (latitude 32°North, longitude 96° West) during August 
1979. The maximum zenith angle of 50° was chosen as owing to the con-
figuration of the apparatus it was considered unwise to use the zenith 
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drive beyond this angle. Figure 5.1 indicates gr~ph·ically the results 
of the calculations a.nd since on this occasion each of the sources 
would be of equal interest it is clea,r from figure 5.1 that the. un-
certainty in the launch date and time would not be at all detr-imental 
from the observational vie~point. 
In spite of a lack of foreknqwledge of the prec.i!;)e t:i,.ming of the 
flight's commencement- it was possible to construct provoisional 'order 
of obser·vation' schedules in adva11ce and th;is was ·done, b~sed on the 
information from fig4:re 5·.1, for flights begin_n:ing with (a) an evening 
lau11ch a,nd (b) a mo'rning lB:till()p. Common 1;0 .both .s~pedules wer.e: (i) 
the ascent pha!;)e of approximately three hc:>urs during whicl:l time the 
atmospheric gamma-ray Spectrum and C9un(ing ra'tes Would be monitored 
. . . . 
.and {i,i) ~n ini t~ai I?~riod at float. alti,tu<:le o:f .sys.,tems checking and 
;~:.__. 
back~ro\lrid meapurement. Source ob~erva.'tions wou}-'d t-hen begin, employing 
a 'noddi_ng' t~chnique, i.e. al tEirnatiJon l:!etwe\:in bB;ckgrotind only and 
s.q\l~Ce plus ba,c~grouucL on a Ume. s~a_;te of th,e<order o.f· minutes, over 
a per:i,:~d of thr~e, to· tol.ir hou:rs for e~qh ~ource. '!'he a~rrang~ment would 
be:-
Schedule (a) ·Eyenin_g ·launch : (1) N.G;C. 1275 (Se'y~fert Galaxy) 
(2) M1 (Crab N~bul,a, : :Supern.oV:a retiJ11an.t cont~irttn~:-~ Pul::~ar) 
(3) N.G.C. 4l51.(S~e.yfe:rt.galaxy). 
Schedule (b) Mc;>r~ing launch : (1) N .G.C,. ,41,51 <2>: ':Herc11Tes X-1 
Upon c_~ll1pletioll of th~se obper:va-tions the flight would be terminated. 
Ctunputer progranim.~l3 were constructed in BASIC -for use with a Tektronix 
4051 minicomputer, to facilitate rapid calculation of source positions 
(ZEm:i.th Angle and Azimuth) during the flight which could then be tele-
metered to the payload. 
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5.2 THE. FUGHT 
During the course of pre-flight systems testing at ~~}~~tine NSBF 
the azimuth motor's gearbox ceased to funct-ion thus prev€n:]tin'g ~ny use 
being made of the azimuth steering system and dev~lopment of a fault 
in the zenith autosys:tem necessitated a last minute al t(;lrat·io.p. to 
p€)rmit manual control of the zenith drive. A decision was taken to 
prpceed with tll,e flig:ht in spite of the reduc:;ed steer-in_g, capabil;i.ty 
since the orig~n,IH fl:ight propo_s{l'tl simplY cafled for niOni'~ohnit of 
background c;ounting rates and spectra which _could. st,tiJ'be achieved 
' . ' '•" ' 
eyen wi-th the ap'para:tus in i-ts then curre.nt condi"tib\1. It may even 
have proved possible to carry out discrete source cibservatio~ in a 
limited manner. 
During the hour ilplllediate~:Y prior to launch ~he $pectrome.:ter and 
telemetry syljltem were gfven a final testing and a .c~libration test 
tape W;:lS recorde,d. As .had .been -for.es~en a dela,y in the launch was 
c·lear· ~ki,es wa~. :fj.:nally .(lchieyed on the mo}:~n::i.iig ·of ~itli \·Aug};ls:t 19.19 at 
' ,_,: ~· 
14 .OOi 55 U. T. Surface winds were calm at launch, tlie tEmipe:rJi ture was 
~o -1 26 C and the average ascent rate was 4.28 m s 1 reaching a !)lean float 
-2 
altitude of 4.~3 g em Fu;r.-ther flight .arid· pay]:oa,d paraiJiet_ers are 
given in tables 5.1 and 5.2. 
It wa~ note.d i,n real t:l,.me that the press~J:e vess.e], d~~d not maintain 
·' th~ payload inter~a1 pr.es'sure as required arid this l,i.ttained an equil-
ibrium value of 33Mbs at float 8.1titude. Thus wlien the anticoincidence 
shield E.H~~. setp~611~e increasingly unstaple 1 fin~11y cea,;!'lil1g 
>!."' 
·to ope~ate altogether· at 15.45 U. T. 1 the cause was attributed to corona 
discharge in the set as a direct result of the redjlced pressure. Since 
the active elem~nt of the shielding array was now non..,.operational but 
the Ge detector was apparently unaffected it was sti1l: considered 
--y 
·.·as· "' 
TABLE 5.1 BaBoon. anc;t payload: Wefght data for the, Durham Galliinrl;-:"-R.ay 
Spectrorn~"f<e:r balloon· flight. 'c:>f .28tl1 August 197~; ·· 
BALLOON AND PAYLOAD WEIGHT DAT~ 
Description · Wei~ht (kg) 
Balloon : Win~en 12.70 Micrqn Stratofilrn ~28,477 rn3 5~:2.0 
Parachute : 2.4.1 rn 106;'1 
Payload Incluciing Consolidated Instrum~ntation Pa~k~ge 662.3 
Ballast : Glass 136.1 
Safety Cables, Crash Padding & Bal·Iast Hopper 10 ;!:) 
Con:t:l·ol Instruments 12; 7 
G:rc:)ss Weight 1479;1 
GrOss Lift 16'4~:.·5 
F~eLMt1~ 0~4 
' . 
T~~LE 5. 2 Par'lim~ters ,for .. theDu~ham. Jiamlna~rayi; Sp~~.trometer o~lloon 
fl~gh{;of A~gust ,28th 1979 
'i'ermin~.tion 
Impact: 
Tim_e 
<u,.:.'l' • .) 
1400 .. 9 
1421.7 
1441.8 
: ~ ::~·- .- .·· . 
15.03.:9 
t52s.o. 
1553,.-8 
.160:f;o 
l6\~{0/ 
t62s~I<r 
-,,,_ -,.-. 
l/79o:~:o 
1~f3.(j;;o: 
i~89o-,~-,o t,-
1830:.0 
lJW9.0 
l93Q,O 
2000.0 
2o3·o.o 
2101.0 
2144:.2 
Pressure· 
<~!:>'> . 
l_'-
.465{63 
1sf;'54 
71';72 
27.61 
;10.9 
6: •. 92 
4.46'. 
·_:.,' 
3~92 
3.'96 
3'. 96 
-~· 
4'A>3 
4.1 
4.31 
4.33 
4:'33 
4.42 
4.29 
935.25 
A:!. to 
Mass 
.. -2 (g cif! . ) 
1020.68 
476!5!) 
192.33 
7·3.71 
28 .4~4 
ll.25· 
7.~15 
'·"'' 4,6,1 
4~·o6; 
·.~ '·'' 
4·.o'9,' 
4';•cf!:). 
4 .. 16 
4.24 
4.46 
4.48 
4.48 
4.58 
4.44 
955.69 
J,.,atitude 
(IJeg. N) 
:n.7B 
31.~2 
31.83 
3L8,5 
.31/85 
3{~'82 
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worthwhile to continue data collection using the reJ!Iaining passive 
element of the shielding only. 
A further problem occurred at 17.03 U.T. when t~e zenith steering 
system apparently fa;i.led to operate on coml!land, as indicated by the 
real time pendu1um data displ~y coritinui~~ to sl:le>w a:zenith Angle setting 
0 
of 0 . .Thus after 4,6 hou:t:s at float altitude with the- spectrometer 
~S:v.ing. been orie_Jjtated ~t constant Z.A. == 0°, hence indeterini.nate azinl\1th 
{i.e. bonstant declin~:ttion == 31.5° and 7h 30Iil -~ R,A. ~ 12h (f.ig~re 5.2J}~ 
the. fl:ight was teJ;minated and the payload la!lcied ·~,!ifely. at :;n. 44 U. T., 
23 nautical miles sou;th of ·San A!1g~lo, Texas. Tb.e .p!lyload was found by 
the ground recovery crew to be in good condition apart from eJ{pected 
superficial dam~ge .to. the g9ndola, 
Post flight analysis of tJl,e inst,rumentation was performed o~ 
r~turn to Durham. Conyerning the zenith d:rivesystem failure! it was 
·btH:i:eved that at a te~peratur~ <?f "'. -40qC th_e gearbQ;x froze anei(this 
fl;'~~zing hac! re's.u];ted in t~e ·s_~r~pili~~ of tJ:ie gears py tne ni6:t;or 
~:· 7 ,. 
wh~c_h. ll,ad continued -to turn. f:he r.e~,e.dy ~()r th:!-s -pr?}:~lem ill: a future 
sy.stem should 'be a slacker and 'cl,~-~ner g~a:rbox. 
The anticoi.tw:fdence s'ilie ld' s ;E. H. T. prob~lEfm ~!is .fo~n:d.; to :h~ye 
,_f-
occurred as a ct>nseq!-lence of ·inter.feremce on the; co~o,ri electrical 
supplyQ rail to tJte E. R~T. sets of the Ge cryst;al and sl1,ield~re,auM;ing 
fr!lm corona disch~rge of tbe Ge E.H.T. unit .. ;T}iis:. latter device was 
seen during vacuum tests to discharge at "' 750 Mbs J?ressure and the 
.,consequent supply- rail interference caus.ed the supply voltage to 
• ·- ·,··:. -·-, ,•o ,;.· •• ' • ,. • • • 
urtd.e~go a ± 4 Volt variati()n, -in turn causing, ·an irihib:Lt control on the 
.1'!hi~ld E.H.T, set to switch this unit off. Potting of the E.H.T. 
connections for subsequent flights should prevent a recurrence of this 
problem. 
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CHAPTER 6 
EYAI/QA'fJON QF THE_ FLIGHT DATA 
6,1 I~TRODUGTION 
A total of 12 mag:netic tapes were used to record the data from the 
. 1979 August 28th flight of the Durham spectr,ometer. This -const.Huted 
approximately 115,000 data rec9ras, where a recotd is compose<;l of oile 
complete telemetry cycle of 250 ms duration, (i.e. 32 telemetry frame's, 
each containing 30 two-by.te 1 bina,ry data ""?rds)_, plus 011e grOuJ1q frame 
. -
of 16, two.,. byte, ASC II words (figure 3. 20j . Thus,, e'acli tape contains 
an_av.erage of 9500 r'ecC?rds. 
Analysis ()f the data was pe:dormed employing purpose written 
FORTRAN programmes for use with the IBM 370/168.nia9~ineof the 
.• ' ": .' r - ,. - '- -.~ ' 
Nqr.~_humbrian Unive:rsi t:ies ·l\1t}Itiple Acce:ss Compute:r ·J~.lJMAC'). Each of 
•' -+~-o ..,-.... ~,- .. ,a;C! _.,..n-~nmm~C'I ~r.~ ...1-"~ ........... ,..~ +- __ .;...,.."" • .; ,.T ,.~""+--""'-+ .c_,...,,..,... :L.-1-.- ~ ...... t:.· 
...... ~~- ~::~-~J ..... ....,. .... ;:; .. -o·- -- -":" ~---.:.·"'-'"' "'- t' ................ ; .... •J -.n. ....... -'""""' .,,.vua "'u.-..,; - ... 
dat~ taP,es only t~ose words from a specifi.~d ~~mb,7r of :repo:rds- which 
are -connected w:i.th OJ1e- particular aspec-t of the ElXJ>~r:iment (i.e. pulse-
- . 
he:i,ght· ~pect~a, i_ndividual detector counting rates, house~eepi~g, system 
. ' . ~- . .. . . ":'' . . .- -· . . . . . . . -- ~ - . 
ol'i~ntation) an~ then appropri~tely process. th._~t ~n-fo;rmation. In all 
, ____ .. 
cases the data words are .co!npos'ed of two. oy:t~s tl:lo;ugh on_ly 10 bfts of 
-· .. ' . ,. · .. ,- :· 
useful inform!l:Ho;n. ~~e .epcoded therein (fig\fre · 3.<19.)_ so each prog,r:a~e 
contai11s a routin,e-cfor '1;ll,e truncation qf the U.~~-~ess :bi.t~k prior .to 
p'roce~sit;tg. An ad~i tional complication~ ~rises: for the a:iui~ysj;s -of the 
ma,in ADC ~pectra S:i,_nce not only is the relevant information for two 
pulse--heights qistt~buted over several data words but a:lf~C?,co:n.tained 
witl_lin each of- thiese words there is latch, paralysi$ and busy bi:.t 
information (figure 3 .19) . Hence the main ADC pulse-l:leight ana,Iysis 
progra111me has to perform the a<;lditional task of deco.t:~:Lng. these bits 
before a,na,·lysis. 
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Because of the malfunctiona mentioned previously and a problem 
in the AOC concerned with unmistakable excesses in particular channels, 
spectral information obtained from this flight is limited to that from 
the background for the ascending phase only and is restricted to the 
energy range 0.09 to 0.8 MeV. 
6. 2 JIOUSEKE~P IN.G AND SYSTEM QRlEN'!'i\TION 
Shown in figure 6.1 are the in-flight time profiles of (a) the 
system intern~! I>ressure, derived from the pres,s,~rre transducer mo_unted 
ioSi'de the domes 1 and ('I;>) th~ ex,tern;;~,l a tmosphericC pre~:;sure 1 obtained 
from the Rosemount altimeter provided in th¢ C.I.P. by NSBF. The 
obvious fall of the internal pressure from the t:i.me of launch is 
indicative of unsucce!3sful sealing of the pressure vessel prior to 
lau:o~h, however, the l~ak appears to have been o:oly s_:J.ight at first 
since the fall rate of the internal pressure is lower than that of the 
extel.'nal pressure. This is more easil'Y undersctood from the plot given 
in figure 6. 2 which ~pows the Internal,IE:xte:fnal pressure ·difference to 
rise during the init;ial "' 20 minutes of the flight. However, after 
th:i.i;; period· the pressure dif,ference becomes su:ff-iciently large to increaE;~e 
the severity of the leak. The intermi'l pressure's rate of fall now 
exceeds that of the atmospheric pressure .as indicat_ed by the reduction 
in the pressure diffC)l:rence ,shown in f:l,gure· ,g. 2. A:fter appro:ld;mately 
120 m:i,.nutes of fl_ight time it apparently ~ecomes smi:lll enQ~gh to allow 
the leak to re-seal since the internal pressure attains an equilibrium 
value of "' 33 l'4b after this time rather th!ln continuj,ng to fall towards 
-, ' 
the float alt_it.ude atmOSpheric pressure value of 4:.25 M'b. 
Such a profile would seem to be consistent with the hypothesis that 
the leakage occurred around the domes' rubber sealing gaskets since the 
rubber would have the capability to re-adjust on reduction of the 
pressure difference. This emphasises the importance of adopting a 
lJ.t lHours} 
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more systematic approach to the bolting down of the domes prior to any 
future flight of the appaJ:'.atus. 
Figure 6. 3 illustrates t.b.e profiles for the various temperatures 
measured during the flight and since the crystals and electronics were 
maintained at "' 23°G throughout, data corrections due to temperature 
variations have not been necessary. 
As mentioned. in Chapter 5 after reaching float al ti t\lde the zenith 
drive failed to ()perate and tb.erefore the spectrOJ!!eter viewing aperture 
reiJlairr~d centred upon the zenit]1. Thus the orientation in cele~;~tial 
Declination of the field centre simply varied as the la·ti tude of the 
spectrometer (table 5.3) i.e:+ 31.78° ~ o ~ + 31.03°. However, in this 
attitude o.ver the flight per;iod the celestial Right Ascension changed 
constantly ove;r" th~ range 7h 30m~ a: ~ l2h OOm. In the Galactic coordinate 
syste:w the overall orientation qorrespondl3 to a movement of the field 
of vi~:W from the G~lactic, anticentre to ap.proxirqate],y the nor.th Galactic 
~ o . . o II o pole., spanning 10 in gal~Jictic longitude; specifJ.cally 180 ~ Q. ~ 190 
N.one of the sources ;we had hoped to observe p,assed t·hrough the field of 
view (figl.tre 5 .2·) and the same applie.s to. all other known gamma-ray 
sources. 
. . 
Integral co\Jliting rates, for energies. above the ·discrimination 
threshold, from each, of the el;.ements in the anticoi;ncidencEt shield 
array are presented in figure 6. 4 as a fungt}on of time into the flight; 
up to lQO minutes ("' 10 g em - 2 ), after which the malfunction in the E. H. T. 
W?-it occurred. The Shapes of the curves agree well with those obtained 
by Ling et al. (1974) and sho,w an expected ma:dmum a.t an atmospheric 
-2 depth of 100 gem (the Pfotzer maximum). 
The integral photon counting rates from the Ge detec.tor, shown as a 
function of time in figure 6.5,are taken from the secondary ADC over 
the energy range 0.09 to 8.8 MeV. (i) The lower set of points are the 
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event recording rates in the secondary ADC and (ii) the upper set of 
points are the true :.rates which are calculated from an iqterval distri-
bution to the events in (i). (iii) the histogram represents the 
event recording rate corrected for system dead time,which for the 
secondary ADC is "' 16% and for the main ADC the value is "' 60%. Again 
the expected maximum is seen at atmospheric depth 100 g cm-2 
6. 3 Py~SE-H~_l(JHT SPECTRA 
Atmospheric backgrQund s:Pectra have b~n obtai~~d for vario1,1s 
a].ti'tl,ldes throughout the balloon ascent and f·:l;gure 6,6, which is a 
s'unim~ti()ll over "' 60 minutes, is a representative exaiiiJlle. Both 
Uifvetoed and vetoed Ge spectra are shown and the necessity for the 
application of active shielding to a system searching for gamma-ray 
lines is clear since the lines at 139 keV and 198 keV are only 
dis"cerl)~b,le in tile v~toed. spectrum. After correcting for chance 
coinci.deJ!ces the spectrum of t~~ vetoed gamma.,;ra_ys is "' 10% of the 
unve,toed spectrum. 
The 11bove stated bacJ~~ro\lild "li~rte;J ate th~ I'.esutt t):f at!il,9Spb,eric 
.. ' 74 75 .· m · · · n~i,ttl'()n interact;J;ons witq' the Ge detector,'rtamely: Ge(;n,y)· ·Ge[T,~:;:48s] 
70 71 mr, . J . · 
and Ge(n,y) Ge LT!=20ms r~.~pectively, though .the existenc.e within a 
natural Ge crys·tal Qf five ;;fif"fez-ent stable· isot.ope~ of Ge complicates 
the matter. Fifj:y-sixper cellt of the ob~erved.l~9rkeV line cpunting 
[ -1 +360 -2 · .. · J rate (0,13 ± 0.0,4) counts s at (280 _170) g em · atmospheric depth 
is accounted for from the resonant absorption of "' 104 eV neutrons by 
74 Ge and the remaind.er is believed to be caused by reactions (a) 
76 . 75 ·. m 76 75 m Ge(n,2n) Ge· and (b) Ge(p,pn) Ge . 
The counting rate for the 198 keV line at the same atmosph~ric 
-1 depth is (0.34 ± 0.04) counts s and in both cases the observed rates 
agree with those reported by Mahoney et al. ( 1978) and Womack and 
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Overbeck (1970) though for each of these reports the atmospheric depths 
were widely different from that of the present investigation. Figure 
S. 7 shows the measured va,riation of the intensities of the 138 keV and 
198 keV lines with atmo,sp)l:eric depth. 
Background lines other than those discussed, though not seen on 
this occasion, are expected to arise from the Ge crystal by similar 
prgcesses, e.g. 175 'keV, 595 keV, and 691 keV. Also, weaker lines 
could be produced from E;~<>Jiie of the other materials in the appara.tus. 
Figure 6.6 reveals the 511 keV line as the doll);l.n~:mt feature,to the 
extent that this line if'! s.een even in th,e unvetoed sP,ectra. In the 
ve.toed :uiectra the line is contributed to by three comPonents 1 (a) 
atmospheric 511 keV photons entering through the aperture, (b) atmos-
pberic 511 keV photons whicll pass through the sJ:lield without interacting 
+ 
alld (c) f3 decay of radioact1ye nuclei produc~d. in the Ge crystal and 
.. + its ass-embly, (f3· annihilation• y·iE}lds two 511 keV photons, one .o.f which 
is ;:i.bsorl:!ed by th~ cryet:t.al and th~ ot}le:r et?c.apes without interacting 
in·;,;the shiel,ds). Each of thes.e cQ)\l};)Ot;lents of t;pe ¢ount:l,ng r:ate are 
plotted .as a :hm.ction of atmosp}teric depti:i. togeth~i.- with tl);e ob!'lerved 
rate in figure 6.8. This figure shows that the most significant 
contributions to the observed rate arbe from compori~hts (b) and (c). 
Componen.t (a) is estimated using the semi-e.1111>:iric'ai Il)Odel 
[Ling et al. ( 1977:)]. Fl:uxes of upward and downward mov·~ng photons lrave 
been calculated as a function of depth by Ling et al. (1977) from 
measj,1rements, over Palestine, of the 511 keV photon :l;lux taken from 
uncollimatt:~d df')tectO):'S [Peterson et al. ( 1973), Boclet et al. (1963) 
and Chupp et al. (1967), (1970)]. The mean effective thickness of the 
Durham spectrometer shields is estimated using a Monte-Carlo simulation 
[Bhat and Thompson (1981)]. From these results atmospheric 511 keV 
-
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photon counting rates due to component {b) are calculated as a function 
of depth. < -2 At depths '\. 100 g em the bulk of the leakage comes from 
the upward flux since above the Pfotzer maximum the downward flux 
decreases more rapidly than the upward flux. 
Since an external 511 keV photon cannot interact in the shield arid 
also contribute to the 511 keV peak then the counting rate of 
annihilation photons due to locally induced radioactivity :i:s giVen 
by: [1/(1-p)](r - r ), where r and r are the cOUJ:l·ting rates w:i.th and 
- v u v u 
without veto respectively and p is the shield sur"'iva.l probability of 
511 keV photons, c·a:tcula ted, from the coiiip'IJ:ted mean p;ith le{!gt}ls in 
'\, 
the shield, to be'\. 4%. Hence a 511 keV evi;mt with a simultaneous 
sll'ield trigger must be the result of internal (3+ anni:h::i.lation. Possible 
+ .. . 
cont;ripu"t;;ions to local production of (3 have been sugge~ted by Ling et 
- . 63 . 62 63 63 
al. (197'7), e.g, tll,t} foUowin;g p;ro~esses Cu (n,2n)Cu , Cu, (p,n)Zn , 
cr5~{p, n)Mnq2 , Ge 70 (p_, n)As 70 , Al{p ,n)Si 27 . 
Table 6 .1. sumillarie~es th¢ 5"11 keV coun,iting ra:tes,;nt'easu:ied at vario.us 
figur.es given in the table for fl:oat altit\!de are irid~rectly derived 
from the observed variation of, the ratio of co.urit,:i_ng ·r)~:tes w,-ith and 
·.:-_ 
without veto a.nd the ca.l,cul~-ted cha'nce coincid't'mce cci'tre<rt'ii*; theY a:re 
'r< . 
therefore subJ¢c~t to syste.~tic errors of '\. 50%, 
From the observed background spectra tll.e d:tife:reji_t·i'a-1 Ge counting 
rate at float altitude (4.3 g cm-2 ) is obtained and ir:; shown in figure 
6.9. The integra], counting ra-t;e, derived by inte·grating. the sum 
-1 di~tri·bution, is 19 .. 5 0oup1;s s . A plot of the 30 minimum detectable 
li·ne flux from a point so1.1rce der-ived from the float dif-ferential counting 
rate is given in figure 6.10 for active and pase~.ive shielding. A 
factor of '\. three improvement in tne spectr<;>meter's sensitivity is 
gained by the use of active shielding as can be seen from the minima 
TABLE 6,,1 Summary o;f th~ l]leafgn::ed. 5,11 ~eV. c:oun:t;irrg ;r~tes 
Atmospheric 
depth 
(g cm-2 ) 
430 + 2 ~0 
- 150 
172 + 108 
62 
+ 3.2 78 27 -
~5 + 16 
+1 
4.3 ± 0,2 
Ill 
1: 
'::I 
.:o" 
~~::· 
<U 
...... 
·u. 
·a: 
;ct:J'I 
c: 
··-· 
511 }teV photon counting rate 
in Ge cry$tal 
(sec~ 1 ) 
vetoed unve.toed 
0.97 
Q.36 ± 0.07 3.57 
0.38 ± 0.11 4.16 
0.27 ± 0.08 :.L 16 
o .on{·.± o .oo3 1:.os 
.. :~98kiV 
~139k~V 
+ 0.05 
.t 0.11 
1 0.1,3 
± 0 . .12 
± 0.03 
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. . ;j0~1···. . . ~101 ' 
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IJiff~r~~i~f ;~oti~tiwt~r.· taha\of l~~~. G~ 
tr~~tqt·a&thi~lY• .y,~tg®~ ,·~by. th~·· shtelds 
atll()oJ altitud~:fl6·3 .. 9 t."'~2 t 
· ''Pa~,slve shielding 
Adive shieWing 
/ 
Photon Energy (MeV} 
Fig!Jr~ 6·~0 3lu mn«liinum .d@t~d~bl~ fhm fro"m _n 
poih'f ~¢urt@ as a fun~tiowt of photon 
~i1ergy in- tht€! rahg~ 0·1 to 1;oMeV. 
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-3 -2 . ..;2 ..,1 
of tbe a:ctive and p;assive curves at 3 x 10 and 10 · photons em s 
respectively. 
<...I 
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T}IE FUTURE OF EXPERIMENTAL G:A!WVJA-R~Y ASTRQN,O!VfY 
In relation to the imme.diate future a n~w gaii!Illa~ray spec.trqmeter 
is proposed for the Durham group which is expec:ted to have a line 
-4 -2.~1 
sensitivity of approximately 2 x 10 photops em s artd en~rgy resolution 
of 2 keV at 1 MeV. 
This instrum_E;Jnt is again :to be l;lased on the- acti~e sliielding 
pr:inciple and is to inco;ifporate a nine head~d Ge detect;or, presenting 
a total detection a-rea of 220 cm2 , which is contained in a single aluminium 
vacuum cryostat. As mentioned in Chapter 3 current techriolqgy precludes 
the fabrication of large solid state devices and therefore in order to 
achieve the SaJil,e resul:t multi,..head~q arrays of crystal's close to the maximum 
Si::l<e presently available ate employ~:m:. T-fie ,PrOJ>OSed •shielding i7s" based 
on a~ activatf:)d. :five segill~n:t Na:I (TR:) array, arid :t::t'OD1 the calculations of 
BJ:tat a:g,d ThoD}pe;oQ, (1981) the ()Ptimum thickness ics bel:i,'~ved 1;o be 
, ·, 
(8-•. 5 ± ~~em; the error being due :to uncertaiqty in t;he ret~v~nt cross 
sections· for the incident neutron spectrum. Collimation is to be provided 
by a pas,sive Tungsten lattice. 
Turning to the more general aspect fhetiJ for t·he·; f:U,.i:I ~'eveiollliient 
of the potential contaiped in the grupma-ray astronomy f.!e-1~ there is a 
requirement for both better instruments and iJI!proved v:ehicles to support 
them. If the true nature of- ga,m:ma-ray sources is to be dis.cerned, 
information on th.eir long term variability must be obtained and this 
will necessitate extende<i observation times of the order of days or 
even weeks. AQ.ditionally access to the whole celestial sphere is 
required to facilitate a comprehensive study of the cosmic gamma-ray 
background. Experiments containing detectors of area 'IJ one square 
metre would red:uce.the presently encountered random errors by a factor 
95 
of approximately ten. The proposed earth orbiting Gamma-Ray Observatory 
satellite (G.R.O.) will go some way towards achieving these ends, 
however there should still be a need for an enthusiastically pursued 
programme of balloon-borne experiments. 
Qf prime conc¢rn is the i$pr.ovement of instrument sensitivity to "' 
4 -2 ~t -3 -2 -1 10- photons em s from the current figure of "' 10 phouons em s 
as it w~ll 0n;Ly be from tl)is level tl)at the wealth of spectral lines 
ent'~~ui;t;:ing f:rom. even those s.ol!:r.ces already discovered may be realised. 
Angular ;resolut:l,.on should be improved to better.'t!han one degree of arc 
since,btlsed on the knowledge of discrete X-ray soJi·rce separ·ationpit is 
not unl·ikely that gamma-ray sources are spaced aboJ.,.tt this much apart. 
New innovativ,e approaches t.o the field are also required for not 
only the improvement of sensltivHy but in additibn,to eliminate 
systematic errors fncTuding otfset backgrpund pointing and induced 
r·adiql:!,ctivi 1;y. For the measurement of c9sD1ic source~ with activeJ.y 
·_·.,~-
sJ:lield.ed appara·t\ls an accompanying backgro,unq measilrem_ent must be 111ade 
wl)ich requires re-orien~tati()~ of t~e s,:ystem but the celestial gamma-ray 
flux is directionally g~pendi:mt ~;~o ther,e is the inl1f:!"r.ent problem of 
where to point for the .meastir.ement. A).so this backgr0und dete.rll).ination 
' ~ ' "'· ~ .·< > ,. • ' - • • ~-': 
should be made siml!ltan~o~s:J,y with the sour.ce obsetWJ~.tion beca~se of the 
induced radioJ~Gtivity p_lfobJ.em and such cafinof be acl.l:i.eved with instruments 
currently in use. One unconventional concept which goes a good way 
towards solving these problems is the gamma-ray "correlation" system which 
c:omprises ma1;1y independeJl.t g!lJll)Da-ray detectors, sc;n!le of which are 
pointed non skyward. Such a device synthesises tl:le absolute energy 
spectrum via correlation of the energy deposition spectra from the 
several elements and this process reJects much of the background from 
the instrument itself while the remainder has the advantage of having 
. -·,· 
been s:bnultaneously collected with the source spectr1,l111. 
If the G.R.O. is launched then it will be in conn~ctfon with 
balloon work that the new techniques will be require<;iQfor there is little 
doubt that th'?r.e is a future for ballooping if for no other reaf$c>,n than 
its ability to provide a fast reaction capabptt'y 1;o th,e dev~lopillent of 
new and unexpected phenomena . 
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